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Introduction
Judah ben Verga was active in Lisbon from about 1455 to 1475. A recenl
survey of his scientific works indicates thal he wrote lhe following
astronomical treatises, none of which has beco published Of translated: a
commentary on al-FarghanI's Elemenls 01 Aslronomy (presumably based
on the Hebrew version by Jacob AnatoJi); a work belonging lo lhe genre
of hay'a called Zeh Sefer Toledot ha-Shamayim we-ha-Are$ (1ñis is!he
Bookofthe Generations ofthe Heavcns and ofthe Earth: ce. Gen. 2:4); a
treatise on an instrument caBed ha-Kcli ha-Ofqi (1ñe Honionta/
lnstromen/): Paris. Bibliotbeque Nationale de France [BNF]. MS Heb.
1031. fr. 155b-163a [Q]; and, of greatest interest for us, a zij. He recorded
observations he made in Lisbon of an autumnal equinox in 1456 and of
Regulus in 1457; he calculated' a truc conjunction of the Sun and Moan
for 1474. and referred .to a lunar eclipse to take place in the future on
March 22, 1475. and a solar eclipse to take place 00 July 29, 1478. Ben
Verga mentioos the followiog Jewish predecessors: Judah ben Asher.
Jacob beo David Boojom (also known as Jacob Pool), Levi ben Gerson,
SoMJl1 (2001)
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and Mases Narboni, all oC whom ¡¡ved in the fourteenth century; and
Abraham Ibn Ezra who lived-in the twelfth century. Do the other band, as
far as 1can tell. the only Muslim predecessors he mentioos are al-Farghani
and Ibn al-Zarqalluh (Langennann 1999, pp. 19-25; Goldstein 2002).
The tables of Judah ben Verga are preserved in two Hebrew
manuscripts: Paris, BNF, Heb. 1085, ff. 86b-98a [P]; and Oxford,
Bodleian Library, MS Poco 368 (= Nb. 2044), ff. 222b-236a [Ox]; and the
caReos in Hebrew are preserved uniquely in SI. Petersburg. Russian
Acaderny of ScieRces, MS Heb. C-076, ff. 57a-65a {R]. Lisbon is
frequently mentioned in the canaos, bUI only once in a heading of the
tables (see Table 21). Ben Verga's name does nol appear io either the
tables or the canaos; there is no titlc for the tables, bul a title is given in
the canons: l;Iuqot Shomayim (Ordinances oí liJe HeavcfJs: R, r. 57a; cf.
Job 38:33). The two copies of the tables. are textually very c1ose, for they
share many errors in common (see, e.g., Table 23, enc col. 2; Table 24,
col. 1). Few predecessors are mentioned in the canons, notably, Ptolemy,
Azarquiel (MS: Azarqal), and Ibn Ezra (R, 64a), and both Ptolemy and
Azarquiel are mentioned in the lables (see Tables 12,22, and 27).
The goal of this paper is to indicate some of lhe peculiarities of Ben
Verga's tables, ralher than to offer a complete edition of them. For Ihis
reason, only two of the planetary equation tables (Table 14 [Satum), and
Table 17 [Venus]) are excerpted herc: the tables for the olher superior
planets have the same structure as lhe table for Satum, and Ihe table for
Mercury as that for Venus. The aUlhor clearly intended the planelary
equation tables to be 'user-friendly', for (hese double argument lables
only require linear interpolation. But Ihe decision to use Ihe number of
days as one argument (for the mean Sun for ouler planels, and the mean
anomaly for inner planets) introduces more inconvenience than it
eliminates, for interpolation is not as easily accomplished as it would be
with arguments at a fixed ínterval of a whole number of degrees. Double
argument tables for the planclary equalions have been Cound in Arabic,
Latin, and Hebrew, but none has Ben Verga's arrangemenl Cor Ihern (sce
North 1977, Chabás and Goldslein 2000, pp. 21-22; and an anonymous zij
with radices for 1400 in Vatican, MS Heb. 384, fT. 263a-277a [V]).
The table for the lunar equation is also arrangcd with Iwo arguments
(Table 13), and the table for the solar equation (with only one argument)
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as ",el! as the table for the time from mean lo tme syzygy (with two
arguments) are presented in much the same way (Tables 11 and 22). The
maximum solar equation, 1;5)°, is in the tradition of Ibn al-Kammad
(whose name is nol mentioned), bUI the equations underlying the other
planetary equation tables seem to be based on Ptolemy's models with his
epicyclic radii and eccentricities (except for Venus where al-BatwnT's
eccentricities are used) togelher with Ben Verga's parameters for Ihe
mean motioos. Table 21 for mean conjunctions is most unusual. bul il has
its own ¡noer logic (see the cornmentary to that table).
Table A: Mean Motioo Parameters
Satum O; 2, 0,33, 26°/d
Jupiter O; 4,59,14,35
Mars 0;31,26,37, 4
Sun 0;59, 8,20,12
Anom.ofVenus 0;36,59,29,44
Anom.ofMercury 3; 6,24, 7, 7
Moon 13; 10,35, 1, 9
Lunar Anomaly 13; 3,53,57, 5
Asc.Node -O; 3,10,32,34
Planet Ben Verga Another Zij
O; 2, 0,33,31°/d
O; 4,59,14,27
0;31,26,36,54
O; 59, 8,20, 9
0;36,59,29,27
3; 6,24, 7, O
13; 10,35, 1,15
13; 3,53,55,56
-O; 3,10,38, 7
Source
Almagest, ix.4 1
Almagest, ix.42
Almagest, ix.43
Levi ben Gerson~
Toledan Tables~
Almagesl, ix.46
Alf. T. (1483)7
Levi ben Gersonl
Alf. T. (1483)'
1. Trans. Toomer 1984, p. 429.
2. Trans. Toomer 1984, p. 432.
3. Trans. Toomer 1984, p. 435.
4. Goldstein 1974, p. 106.
5. Toomcr 1%8, p. 44: for a discussion ofthe rclalionship belwecn Ihe parameler in
Ihe Toledan Tllbles and Ihe eom:sponding paramctcr in ¡he zij of al·Ban!nT. sec
the commenlary lO Table 9.
6. Trans. Toorncr 1984. p. 441.
7. Raldo1l1483. f. d5v (- Poulle 1984, p. 135).
8. Goldslein 1974, p. 107.
9. Rllldolt 1483, f. d7v ('" Poulle 1984. p. 139). In Ihisease. Ben Verga's panllncler
is in error, and the Alfonsine parameler is merel)' presenled lo illuslrate lhis.
It is difficult lo delennine lhe exact relationship between Ben Verga's
zij and other zijes compiled in lhe late Middle Ages. But it is clear that
w..,l2 (2C01)
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there is liule Of no relationship with lhe Parisiao version of lhe Alfonsine
Tables (editio prillceps: Ratdoh 1483) that was widely used in Ihe 14th
and 15th centuries throUghOUl Europe. Ben Vcrga's mean motian tables
are based on parameters thal are reasonably clase to paramelers in other
zijes, bul nol in any noticeable pattero of dependence (sce Table A).
Moreovcr, lhe planelary equation tables are arranged in a consistent
manner that differs from the arrangement in other zijes known to me. Far
purposes of comparing Ben Verga's tables with antecedent and
contemporary astronomical traditions (mainly in the lberiao peninsula), I
have consulted lhe tables in Ptolemy's Almagesl and his Handy Tables
(2nd century); the zij of al-Khwarizmi and of al~BattanT (ninth century);
the Almanach of Azarquiel (eleventh century); the zij of Ibn al-Kammad
and the ToJedan Tabtes (twelfth cenlury); lhe zij of Levi ben Gerson, Ihe
zij of lmmanuel ben Jacob Bonfils, lhe zij of Jacob ben David Bonjorn,
and the Tables of Barcelona (fourteenlh cenlury); the Parisian version of
the Alfonsine Tables (Ratdolt 1483); and lhe zij of Abraham Zacut
(printed in 1496). In addition to these relatively well known zijes that are
described in the secondary literaiure, 1 have also consulted an anonymous
zij in Hebrew prescrved in MS V; and two fifteenth century zijes
associated with Salamanca in the late fifteenth century: the Tabule
verijicale (Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional, MS 3385, fr. l04r·113r), that has
tables similar to Tables 5 and 21; and the "Tables in Castilian" (Madrid,
Biblioteca Nacional, MS 3385. fr. I39r·153r) that has a table similar to
Table 23 (see Chabás and Goldstein 2000. pp. 23-47). There seems to be
some connection between Ben Verga and the astronomers in Salamanca
(including Zacut), but there is not enough evidence to be more specific.
It is possible that Ben Verga depended on a Portuguese astronomical
tradition. but 1am not aware of any set of astronomical tables compiled in
Portugal prior to the time when Ben Verga compiled his tables (the 14705,
in all likelihood). As far as 1 know, Zacut is the only astronomer to allude
to Ben Verga's zij, but he had little to say about the character of Ben
Verga's work and there is no evidence for a personal relationship between
them (Cantera 1931. pp. 111, 153. 156.352). Ben Verga is also mentioned
in the Latin dedication to an unnamed bishop in Abraham Zacut's
Almanach Perpeluum (Leiria, 1496). f. 2r:
w.,l2(D11J
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Others, wishing to correct this deficiency [i.e., the complexity of the
rules for finding p1anetary positions], calculated their own tables in
more 'user-friendly' (lit. shorter) ways, and among them was the Jew
Ben Verga. (AIii vo/entes hune dejectum eorigere tabu/as suas sub
breuioribus modis ea/culauerunt de quorumjuit abenuerga ebreus.)
In facI, Ihis dedication was borrowed, for Ihe most part, almost word-for-
word from Regiomontanus's dedication to his Tabulae directionum
(Augsburg, 1490). 1'0 be surc, Ihe sentence in which Ben Verga is
mentioned was not taken from Regiomontanus but, in all likelihood, the
entire dedication was introduced by the printer of the A/mal1ach
Perpetuum without consulting Zacut: see Chabás and Goldstein 2000, pp.
91-95; cf. Albuquerque 1988, p. 78.
As is generally the case in medieval zijes, the canons neither explain
how the tables were cornputed, nor indicate how the parameters \Vere
detcrrnined. But there are sorne worked examples in the canons for using
the tables, and they refer to dates in the 1470s. Details of the worked
examples for true conjunclion of Ihe Sun and the Moan for February 1474
are given in the commenlary to Tables 21 and 22. There is also an undated
worked example for Satum reported in the commentary to Table 14. The
examples in Ihe canons (MS R) confonn with Ihe tables thal appear in
quile differcnt manuscripts (MSS Ox and P), assuring us that these canons
were inlended for the tables Ihal we ascribe to Sen Verga.
The canons include derivalions of two parameters Ihat are necded to
use Ihe tables, although they were not used in computing them. In R, f.
63a, a parameter for precession, 10/68y, was detennined by comparing
two observalions of Regulus: one by Ptolemy in 132 A.D. (according lo
Ben Verga, bul in 139 A.D. according to Almagest vii.2; lrans. Toamer
1984, p. 328) when it was 32 1/ 2° from the summer solstice; and the olher
in 1456 A.D. when Ben Verga found Regulus lO be al 52° from sumiller
solslice. The difTerencc is 19;30° in 1324 Julian years or 1° in aboul 68y
(accurately 67;54y). Ben Verga also remarks that the difTcrcnce betwccn
the eighth and ninlh spheres (Le., the tOlal precession) in 1468 was about
13° (R. f. 57b). These values can be compared with Zacut's parameter of
1° in aboul 66 years for prccession, and a difference between the eighth
and ninth spheres in 1478 of 13:52° (Canlera 1931, pp. 300; for
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comparable Maghribi dala, see Samsó 1998). For Ben Verga Ihe
difference in longilude for a given slar in Ihe interval belwcen Pto]crny's
observation and his own is 19;30°, whereas lhe total prccession is about
13°, Icaving a remainder of about 6;30°. For 2acut (he difference in
longilude for a given star in !.he 1341 years between Ptolemy's star
catalogue (datcd 137 A.D.) and 1478 is 20;30° (Cantera 1931, p. 193),
whereas lhe lotal precession is 13;52°, leavíog a remainder of 6;38°, Sut
6;38° is cxaclly lhe difference between corresponding longitudes in Ibn al-
Kammad's star lisl and Ptolemy's star catalogue, where the epoch of Ibn
al·Kammad's slar lis! is either lhe Hijra (622 A.D.) or possibly sorne 40
ycars carlier (see Goldstein and Chabás 1996, pp. 324fT; Samsó 1994a, p.
22). lt secms thatthe longitudes in Ibn al·Kammad's list were understood
to be sidereally fixed, and the difference between the eighth and ninth
spheres was computed with respect to that list. This convention was
certainly followed by Zacut (Chabás and Goldstein 2000, pp. 145-150
(Table AP 45]), and Ben Verga seems to have aecepte<! it as wel1.
Ben Verga was also concemed to derive a value for the tropical year
based on two observations, and he explained his procedure as follows (R,
f.640:2-8),
Know; 1observed (Ciyyanll) at Lisbon with the large instrument I had
that was divided at intervals of 10 minutes (ofare], and I found that
the autumnal equinox (tequfat tishri) of year (5]217 (A.M.] took
place on Tuesday, the first day of Sukkot, 13 complete days of
September having passed of the year 1456 aeeording to the
Christians, and another 7 hours (read; 5 hours?] after noon. l
examined «(¡aqartl) another autumnal equinox that took place at the
time of Ptolemy who observe<! it in Alexandria, as he WTote (in the
Almagest]. I found that the time that had elapsed between the two
equinoxes is 1324 years of365 days and 320 days and 3 hours. Since
lhe difference in longitude between Alexandria and Lisbon is 40° or
22/} hours, it is appropriate to add this lo the 3 hours and lhe sum is
52h hours. When 1 divided this time interval by the number of solar
eycles, 1 arrived at ayear length of about 365d 5;5, 18,31h (with MS
Q, read; 5;48,18,3Ih]. In this time the first moving (sphere, i.e., the
daily rotation] moves in excess ofcomplete revolutions by 87;4,38°.
$uIIoJ'I 2 (1001)
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Ptolemy reports an aulumnal equinox that he observed on Sept. 25, 132
A.O., 2h after noon, in Almagest iii.7 (trans. Toomer 1984, p. 168).
Therefore, the time of Ben Verga's observation should be only 5 hours in
addition to lhe number of compleled days (ralher Ihan 7 hours, as in lhe
text) for, 5h - 2h = 3h, and this is the difference in the limes after noon of
the lwo observations as reported in the tex!. According to lhe texl, lhe
time interval belween Ihe two observalions in days and hours, 1324· 365d
+ 320d 5;40h, is lO be divided by 1324y; bul this yields ayear length of
365d 5;48, 17,35h (corresponding to an excess of revolulion of 87;4,24°), a
value thal does nol agrce with the year length in the text of 365d
5;5,18,31 h. But, if the ycar length is emended to 365d 5;48,18,31 h, Ihe
excess of revolution is 87;4,38°, as in Ihe text, and the daily mean solar
motion is 0;59,8,20, 10/d (cf. Table 1, which is based on a daily mean solar
lllolion of 0;59,8,20,12°/d ± 0;0,0,0, 1OO/d). To gel lhe emended year
lenglh of 365d 5;48,18,31 h, lhe interval between lhe Iwo observalions
would have lO be 1324 years of365 days plus 320d plus about 6h (inslead
of 5;40h, as in the text) for, when this interval is divided by 1324y, the
resuhing year length is 365d 5;48,18,29h. On Ihe other hand, the year
lenglh in the lcxt withoUl emendalion, 365d 5;5,18,31 h, corresponds to a
daily mean solar motion ofO;59,8,37,25°/d which is a very poor value for
Ihis parameter.
Ben Verga bere considers Ihe differencc in longilude between
Alexandria and Lisbon lO be 40°; according lo Ibn al·Kammad (Madrid,
Biblioteca Nacional, MS 10023, f. 54v) and the Tables of Barcelona
(Millás 1962, p. 238), the longitude of Alexandria is 63;0°; according to
Ben Verga the longitude of Lisbon is 22;54° (see Table 29, below), and
this is also the value in ZacUI'S Alma"ach Perpetuum (1496), f. 168r.
Hence. the difTerence in longitude is about 40°, as in the texto There is
often sorne confusion in medievallists of geographicallongitudes because
¡here were several conventions for lhe prime meridiall thal were nol
always properly dislinguished. In particular, Ihere was a "meridian of
water" placed in Ihe Atlantic Ocean, 17;30° ""est of lhe Canary Islands
thal served as another prime meridian (see Comes 1992·94). So, for
example, in Ihe Alfonsine Table (ed. 1483, f. mSr) the longitude ofLisbon
is S;O°, rather than 22;54° lhat \Ve find here. Similarly, in Ben Verga's ho-
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Keli ha-Ofqi (MS Q, f. 160a), lhe coordinates of' Lisbon are given
approximately as follows: S° in longitude from lhe West, and 39° in
lalilude. On lhe "excess of revolution", see Kennedy 1956, p. 147: lhe
3mourll of lhe excess oC revolulion is lile product of 15° alld lhe excess in
hours ayer the 365 days in lhe year length, COf 1h corresponds to IS°.
A comparison of mean mol ion parameters shows no clear pattern of
dependence (see Table A). Ben Verga's daily mean motioos have been
derived in aH cases from lhe entry in his tables COf 28 Julian years; entries
COf mllltiples oC 28 years orfcr no additional information. Since lhe
accuracy of lile enlries is given to minutes of are, lhe parameter COf daily
mean motiao is only val id lo about ±O;O,O.O,IO°, for ±O;O,30o/(28 .
365;15} = ±O;O,O,O,IO°. Comparison of the parameter derived from the
entry in the text for 28 years is made with the mean motion parameter
(here rounded lO sexagesimal fourths) from another zij that comes c10sest
lo Ben Verga's values. For the lunar nade, Bcn Verga's parameter is
clcarly in error in the third sexagesimal place, but his value is tcxtually
sccure.
Table B: Radices of the Mean Motions for Jan. 1, 1385
Planet Ben Verga Alf. Tables
Saturo 86;44° 86;55°
Jupiter 81 ;20 81 ;57
M.o; 1; 6 1;25
Sun 289; 6 289;30
Anomaly ofVenus 22;42 22;23
Anomaly of Mercury 187; 4 185;12
Moon 159;45 162;32
Lunar Anomaly 81; 9 72; 7
Ase. Node) 137;38 139;19
1. In Ikn Verga's table. Ibe entry is 75 12;22°, bUI Ibis has lO be subtraaed from 360"
in order to obtain the position ofthe lunar ascending node.
s.ha)ll (lOO1)
Table C: Radices oC the Mean Motions far 1400,
¡.e., Jan. 1, 1401
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Planet
Satum
Jupiter
Mars
Sun
Anomaly ofVenus
Anomaly of Mercury
Moon
Lunar Anomaly
Ase. Node1
1
Ben Verga l
95 12;26°
6s 27; 6
6, 3;42
9, 19; 6
O, 25;33
lis 12;11
4s 1;56
3s 22;55
6s 8;29
II
Val. Heb. 3842
95 10;52°
6s 26; 6
65 I;S I
9s 16;59
Os 25;40
lis 11;37
3s 23;11
35 23; 6
[blank]'
III
1- II
1;340
1; O
1;51
2; 7
...(); 7
0;34
8;45
-O; 11
l. 1bc entrics in this column have been computcd by laldng lhe sum oflhe radix for
1384 and (he cnlry for 16y in ¡he appropriatc lable.
2. Thc canons 10 this zij do nol spec.ify Ihe dale corresponding lO lhe radix; bul,
judging (TQm (he position oC ¡he Moon, il seems lO be (he lasl da)' oC ¡he ycar.
Le.. Occ. 31. rather ¡han Ihe first da)' of Ihe following year (as is Ihe case for
Ben Verga's zij). I-Icnce, Ihe cnlrics in this column have becn computed by
taking Ihe sum orlhe radix for 1400 plus lhe entry for 1 da)' in lhe appropriale
table.
J. The entries in Ben Verga's lable yield 5s 21;31°, bUI Ihis has lo be subtracted
froro 3600 lO obtain the longitude oflhe lunar ascending node.
4 'lñe)eaIS 14()(). 1428, ele. appear in atable for Ihe lunar asccnding node, bUI!he
space for an enn)' next lO Ihem is blank in all cases; in eontrasl, there are
tlllries for single years. and months.
Sen Verga's values for ¡he planetary apogees (indicated in the
equalioll rabie of each planet) differ by 10° from those in the headings for
lhe planctary equation tables in the anonymous zij preserved in MS V (see
Table D, cols. 11 and 111). The entries in col. IV appear in a separate list,
expJicitly for 1400, on f. 263b of that manuscript, and they yield lhe
valucs for thc apogces in col. 111 by rounding (more or less). The apogees
listed in col. IV differ from those of Ibn al-Kammad for the Hijra (622
A.D.) by 2;47,54° for Jupiter Mars, and Mercury, but by 2;47,24° for
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Saturn, the Sun, and Venus. Using the principie that lhe planelary apogees
have a propcr mol ion equal lo Iha! of the solar apogee al the rate of 10 in
279 Julian years. we find tha! in the 778 years from 622 A.D. lo 1400
A.D. Ihe accumulatcd motion amounts lo about 2;47,24° (accurately,
2;47,19°): ef. Goldstein 1998, p. 184, n. 22; Chabás and Goldstein 1994,
pp. 28, 33. This mOlion of the solar apogee was introduced by Ibn al·
Zarqalluh (see Samsó 1994b, p. 7; Calvo 1998, p. 55), and applied lo the
planetary apogees by several Andalusian and Maghribl" aslronomers,
perhaps including Ibn al-Zarqalluh whose relevant work unfortunately is
lost (cf. Samsó and Millás 1998, pp. 265-270). The planetary apogees
indicale a possible relationship between Ben Verga and the anonyrnous
zij, but nothing more specific can be said at this time. Note that Ben Verga
used an epoch of 1400 in his table for the mean elongation of the Sun
from the lunar ascending node (table 5) and in his table for mean
conjunctions (Table 21), whereas elsewhere he used 1384. It is most
unusual for a zij to have two different epochs, and nothing is said about
this peculiar feature in either lhe tables or the canons.
Table D: List of Apogees (io degrees)
I
Planet
Satum
Jupiter
M...
Sun
Venus
Mercury
11
Ben Verga
252
172
133
90
90
212
1II
Val. 384
242 (f. 268a)
162 (f. 269b)
123 (r. 271b)
80 (f. 266a)
80 (r. 273b)
202 (r. 275a)
IV
Val. 384, f. 263b
241 ;25,54
161; 8,54
122;28,54
79;32,45
79;32,45
201; 8,54
It is surprising that the two manuscripts of the tables use different
technical terros, for which I have no explanatioo:
SuIIoyI2 (2001)
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Tables 2, 3, 13. Mocn: /eVllDa P; ha·ya.reaQ Ox.
Tables 4, 5. Node: ha-tcIiP; ha-tannin Ox.
Table 10. Merc~ry: kotevP; kokhavOx.
Table 20. Node: ha-tannin P mg.
Table 21. Conjunction: dibbuq P; mo/adOx.
Table 24. The Hebrew word here for "distance" is orekh which
usually means "Iongitude", whereas the usual word for "distance"
is merbaq.
Table 25. diameter: ha-a/akhson P; ha-qoterOx.
Moreover, in Tables 19 and 20, mcrb8v means 'Iatitude', but in table 27
(Ox only) it means 'declination'. In the canons (see the passage, above)
Ben Verga's technical term for 'observe' is C'iyyen; this usage is un usual,
for elsewhere I;iyyen has the more general meaning of 'consider', 'renect',
or 'speculate'. The I-Iebrew verb most frequently used in an astronomical
context for 'observe' is probably ra 'a ('see'), although Levi ben Gerson
used hibblt
In the list of contents, below, tables that have not becn transcribed are
marked with an asterisk; Table 29 only reports the list of geographical
coordinates in MS P with a few remarks on the corresponding lists in MS
Ox. The arder of the tables displayed here does not foJlow either of the
extant copies. Note that, in the manuscripts, the Sun is treated as just
another planet, coming between Mars and Venus.
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P Ox
l. Mean motion of the Sun
2. Mean motioo afthe Moan
3. Mean motioo in anomaly ofthe Moon
4. Mean motioo of (he lunar nocle
5. Mean elongation of the Sun
from the lunar ascending node
6. Mean motian ofSatum
7. Mean motian ofJupiter
8. Mean motian of Mars
9. Mean motian in anomaly ofVenus
10. Mean motico in anomaly ofMercury
11. Equation ofthe Sun
12. Equation ofthe Sun aec. lo Ptolemy
13. Equation ofthe Moao
14. Equation ofSatum
15. Equation ofJupiter·
16. Equation ofMars·
17. Equation of Venus
18. Equation of Mercury·
19. Latitudes ofVenus and Mercury
20. Lunar latitude
21. Mean conjunction
22. Time from mean lo true syzygy
23. ParaJlax
24. Eclipses
25. Digits ofEclipse
26. Length of daylight
27. Declination
28. Nonned right ascension
29. Geographical coordinates
30. Calendrical tables*
90b 226b
93b 229b
94a 230a
95a 231a
95b 231b
86b 223a
87b 224a
88b 225a
91b 227b
92b 228b
91a 227a
226b
94b 230b
87a 223b
88a 224b
89b-90a 225b-226a
92a 228a
93a 229a
98a 228b
94b 230b
96a 232a
96b 232b
97a 233a
97a 233a
97a 233a
97b
226b
233b
96a 234.. 235a-235b
222b, 234b, 236a
*Not iocluded io the surnmary orlhe tables lhat rollows.
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Table 1: MeaD MotioD oftbe SUD
Heading: "Table for the Mean Motion ofthe Sun"
[Julian] Years
239
27 11 29;29
28 O 0;14
1384
1412
1440
1468
1496
9s 19~ 6°
9 19;20.
9 19;34
9 19;48
9 20; 2
1
2
3
4
lIs 29;45°
11 29;31
11 29;17
O O; 2
a. With 1) mg; 19:35 P: 19:34 Ox. Thcrc are also entries (or monlhs
(lan. lO Oec.). and days (1 lO 30).
Table 2: Mean Molioo oflhe Mooo
Heading: "Table for the Mean [Motion ofthe] Moon"
Radices [Julian] Years
1384 5 , 9;45° a 1 4, 9~23°
1412 9 7; 1 2 8 18;45
1440 1 2~ O 3 O 28; 8
1468 4 26; 3 4 5 20;42
1496 8 21; 2 b
27 11 2;24
28 3 24;59
ti Thc dilTcrences in this column are
nol 31\\3)'S 3s 24:590. as cxpected.
" No cnlf) in Ox.
Therc are also entries for monlM
(Jan. to Oec.). and days (1 lO 30).
P rng. adds: hourl)' motion 0:32.57.300.
240
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Table 3: Mean Motiao in Anomaly oC the Mooo
Heading: "Table for lile Motion of Lunar Anomaly"
[Julian] Ye3rs
1384
1412
1440
1468
1496
2s 21; 9°
4 16;46
6 12;23 a
8 8; Ob
10 3;37,
1 2s 28;43°
2 5 27:25
3 8 26; 9
4 O 7;56
27 10 23;49
28 1 25;37
a 12:260x.
b. 8:3 Ox.
c. ]s 3:4 Ox.
Radices
Thc:re are also cntries for months
(Jan. lo Dec.), and days (1 lo 30).
Table 4: Mean Motioo oribe Lunar Node
Heading: "Table for tIJe Mean Motioo ofthe Nade"
[Julian] Years
1384 7, 12;22° a 1 OS 19;19°
1412 1 13;42 2 1 8;38
1440 7 15; O 3 1 27;57 a
1468 1 16; 18 4 2 17;20
1496 1 17;17
27 5 11 ;56
28 6 1; 18
a. Wilh P; missing in Ox. Read: 75 12;24 (?).
b. With P; mis enlire row is missing in Ox.
Read: 75 17;36 (1).
a. With P; 27;56 Ox.
Thcre are also entries rOl" montbs
(Jan. to llec.), and da)'s (1 lO 30).
SoliooJll (lOO')
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Table 5: Mean Elongation of the Sun from the Lunar Ascending Node
Heading: "Table for Finding the Motian ofthe Sun from the Node"
Radices [Julian] years
1400
1428
'456
1484
1512
3s 11;31 0
9 10; 3 o
3 14;35
9 16; 7
3 17;39 b
I Os 19; 40
2 I 8; 9
3 1 27; 14
4 2 17;24 a
27 5 11 ;25
28 6 1;32
a. Read: 13:3.
b. This rolV is entirely
missing in Ox.
a. With P and Ox; but read: 2s 17;22 (the sum of
Ihe corresponding entries in Tables 1 and 4).
Thcre are also entries for rnonths (Jan. lo Dee.).
and days (1 lO 30).
Table 6: Mean Motion or Saturo
Radices
Heading: "Table for the Mean Motion ofSaturn"
[Julian] Years
1384
1412
1440
1468 (j
1496 b
2s 26;440 e
2 9; 13 d
I 21 ;40
I 4; II
O 16;40,
I Os 12;13 0
2 O 24;27 o
3 I 6;40
4 I 18;56
27 II O; 13
28 II 12;29
u. 14960x.
b. Missing in Ox.
c. 20;44 P.
d. 9:13 P: 15:130.'(.
c. 17:40 P: 16:40 P rng.: 16:5 Ox.
a. 24:26 Ox.
There are also enlrics for months
(Jan. lo Dee.). and days (1 lo 30).
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Table 7: Mean Molion of Jupiler
Heading: "Table far the Mean Motiao of Jupiter"
[Julian] Years
2s 21;200 a 1 Is 0;200
7 1;26 2 2 0;41
11 11;34' 3 3 1; I
3 21 ;40 4. 4 1;26
8 1;46 e
27 3 9;40
28 4 10; 6
a. 26;44 Ox.
b. 1I :32 P. (Note that 11:32 is consistent
with Ihe preyious enlry. whereas I1 ;34 is
eonsislent wi\h the following cnIfY.)
c.l;400x.
a. P (in Hcbrcw characlers aboye the "4");
wisesl (Le.• bisscxlilc); Ihe same word
appears aboyc successiye multiples of 4
years. There is nOlhing like this in Ox.
Thcre are also enlries for monlhs
(Jan. lo Dec.), and days (1 lO 30).
Radices
1384
1412
1440
1468
1496
Table 8: Mean Motion of Mars
Heading: "Table for the Mean Motioo ofMars"
[Julian} Years
Os 1; 60 a I 6, 11;17°
10 20;32 2 O 22;34
9 10; 6 3 7 3;51
7 29;40 4 1 15;39
6 19; 14
27 4 7;45 a
28 10 19;34 •
a. Despile the manuscripts, the entry here
should be Os 0;58°: see commentary.
a. 1;46 P.
b. 19;3 P.
Thcre are aiso entries for months
(Jan. lO Dec.), and days (1 lO 30).
SoIrIo)I2 (lOO1)
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Table 9: MeaD Motioo in ADorna_y of Venus
Heading: "Table for the Mean Motian in Anomaly ofVenus"
Radices [Julian] Years
1384 Os 22;42° 1 7 15; 2°
1412 6 27;55 2 3 O; 3
1440 1 3; 8 3 10 15; 6
1468 7 8;21 4 6 0;45
1996 1 13;34
27 10 19;34
28 6 5; 13 a
a 5;3 Ox.
Therc are also cntries for months
(Jan.to Oec.). and days (110 30).
Table JO: Mean Motion in Anornaly of Mercury
Heading: "Table for the Mean Motion in Anomaly ofMercury"
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Radices
1384
1412
1440
1468
1496
6 s 7; 4°
9 9; 17
O 11 ;30
3 13;43
6 15;56
[Julian] Years
1
2
3
4
27
28
1 s 23;57°
3 17;53
5 11 ;50
7 8;53
1 5; 1O
3 2; 13
Therc: are also entries for monlhs
(Jan. to Oce.), and days (1 to 30).
"
,.
Table 11. EqulItion of lhe Sun
,.
Heading: rmissing]
{The mean} 1 Cne Leo Vir Lib Seo Sg'
{l[s] 4[sl 5[sJ 6[sJ 7[sl 8[s]}'
{days [hours] Od Oh 30d 13h 60d 20h 91d 7h Illd 17h 152h4h}J
-Hrarts oC 1080] 505H 950H 491H 920H 490H)'
e cenler O[s] O 1[sJ O 2[sJ O 3[sJ O 4[s] O 5[s] O
Days Center Days4
OO[sJ O; 0[°] O; O Si S· 1;36 3;53· 4; 14- 5;58- 30
1 0;59 O; 2 0;57 1;37 1;53 1;39 0;57 e 29 ~2 1;58 O; 4 0;58 1;38 e 1;53 1;38 0;55 28 ~
28 27;36 0;52- 1;33- 1;52 1;41 1; l· O; 4 3 ~~
29 28;35 0;53 1;35- 1;53- 1;41 1; O· O; 3- 2 ",-30 29;34 0;55 1;36 1;53 1;40 O;59d O; 1- 1
The center II[s]O 10[s] O 9[s] O 8[sJ O 7[s] O 6[s] O
(days, hours] 334d a 19h 304d 8h 273d 22h 243d Ilh 213d Ih 182d 14h
(pansoflOSO 273H b 930H 405H 960H 435H 990H)'
The mean Gem T" Ari Psc Aqu Cap( - 2[sJ 1[sJ O[s] 11 [sJ 10[sJ 9[s])'
1
"~
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Ox mg. adds: "4 complete years, 2,26,30". Perhaps the numbers are to rcad
as 0;2,27,30o/h for an approximation of the mean solar motion (=
0;59°124h), emending the 26 to 27. Cf. Table 2 (P mg.) for a crude value
for the hourly mollon ofthe Moon.
l. With P; om. Ox.
2. With P; om Ox.
3. With Ox; om. P. Note that H stands for IlcJaqim of which thcrc are 1080 in an
hour. (Thcrc is no symbol in the manuscripls corresponding to 'H'.)
4. "Days" 1>; om Ox. There is anolher column for the argument of center
corrcsponding to days 30 lO O. The entry for 30d is 12s 0;0°; for 29d il is Os
29;1°; ....
5. With P; ¡Ilegible in Ox, except for "parts of 1080 of an hour".
6. With P; om Ox.
Variants from Ibn al-Kammad's Solar Equatioll Table (Chabás and
Goldstein 1994, pp. 6-10) are labeled: K.
a. With Ox; 338 P.
b. With P; 300 Ox.
c. With P; 1;35 Ox; 1;37;59 K.
d. Wilh Ox; 1;59 P: 0;59.19 K.
c. With Ox; 0;54 P; 0;57,21 K.
The following variants refcr lo cntries where K differs from Ihe common
reading of both MSS. In some cases, il is c1ear Ihat both MSS are faulty.
·Os 28: O: 50. 27 K.
·1 s o: O; 54, 48 K. The text should rcad: 0;55.
·Is 28: 1;33.54K.
·Is 29: 1;34, 7K.
·2s 29: 1: 52, 29 K (recomp. 1:52,35).
·3s O: 1; 52, 40 K. The text should read: 1;53.
·4s O: 1; 39. 52 K. The lext should read: 1:40.
·4s 28: 1; 3.27 K (rccomp. 1: 1.26).
·4s 29: 1: 1. 10 K (recomp.059.43).
·5s O: O; 59, 19 K. The lext should rcad: 0:58.
·5s 29: O: 2. 2 K.
·55 30: O: O. O K.
$o""yl2(2OO1)
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Table 12: The Equation of .he Sun According to Ptolerny
Heading: "The correclion of the Sun according lo Ptolemy, and it begins
with 0;14, and al 180 it is 0;0."
Mg adds: "This correction fOf lhe Sun according to Ptolemy is the
correction tha! is appropriate for the Sun according to its dislance fram
apogee lo perigee; afier it [passes] Ihe perigee of the Sun, lit enters] Ihe
other half from perigee lo apogee."
Argument [Correction]
6 O; 14[°]
12 0;28
18 0;42
90 2;23
93 2;23
96 2;23
99 2;22
177 O· 8,
180 O· O,
Sullayl2 (2001)
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Table 13. Equation oCtbe Moon
Heading: "Lunar Correction Table"
Days O I 2 14
Mean Os O; 00 Os 13; II0b Os 26; 21° ... 6, 4; 28°
Elong. Os O; 00 Os 12:11° Os 24; 23° . Ss 20; 40°
COrTo O; 0° 3: 31° 7· 7" 2: 45°
Min.ofProp. O 2 8 I
Days Anom.
O Os O; O" O; O" -0:18° -o:30"(!) 0;1]°
10 Os O; O O: O -0;17,31 -0;]6.18 O; n,20J-
I O 12: 4 a -1; 2 -1;20 -1:42 -O: 5 (!)
( I O 13: 4 -1: 2.39 -1:20.48 -1:42.5 -0:50.101-
2 O 26: 8 -2:3 -2:21 -2:44 -1:51
(2 O 26: 8 -2: 2.47 -2:20.50 -2:43.48 -1;51.391-
7 3 1:27 -5: I -5;6 -5:21 -5: 2
17 3 1:27 -5: 0,36 -5: 6.51 -5:2], O -5: 2.]91-
26 11 9:41 1:36 1:21 L 7 1;56(1)
126 11 9:41 1:36.28 1:21.19 1: 7.51 1:50. ]1-
27 11 24:45 (1) 0:34 0:18 O, I 0:48
127 11 22:45 0:34.54 0:18.3 O: 0.58 0:48.28)-
•• Read: 13:4.
b. With Ox: 13:12 P.
-(... 1- r\.'Computed.
(!) indicah.:s poor agreement bctwl:en the text and the recompulcd values.
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Table 14. Equation ofSatul'"n
I-feading: "Corrcction Tablc fol'" Saturo,,1
Days a 895;3 b 1791;41e 5375; I J¡
Mean 8s 12° 95 12° lOs 12° 2s 12'
Cent'er Os O' Is O' 2s O' 6s O'
Corr.ofCenter O; O' 3; 6' 5- 29' O- O', ,
Min.ofrrap. far 60 52 35 600ear
Min. of Lat. 38;24 56;50 e 56; 59f 38; 24 i
D,l" Mean Sun
O 8s 12; O" O- O' _5;34° -10; 4° O- O', ,
(O 8s 12; O O- O -5;33,13 -10; 5,27 O- OJ', ,
14 8 28;48 (!) 1; 18 -4;19 -9; 5 -1 ;48
[14 8 25;48 1;16,25 -4;19,25 -9; 6,50 -1;45,59]'
28 9 9;36 2;30 -3;2 -7;59 -3;44 (!)
(28 9 9;36 2;29,33 -3; 2,29 -7;58,22 -3;23,27J
364 8 10;48 -O; 7 -5;39 -1;11(!) O; 10
[364 8 10;47 -'l; 6,50 -5;39,30 -10; 10, 4 O; 9,32)·
365 a 12;0(!) O; O -5;34 -10; 4 O; O
(365 8 11 ;46 -'l- 1,20 -5;34,27 -10; 6,21 O- 1,52]', ,
Min.ofLat. 38;24i 56;50 56;59 38;24i
The center O(s) 0° 11 [sJ o' 10(s) O' 6[sJ O'
Mean planet 8[s) 12° 7(5) 12° 6[s] 12° 2[s] 12°
Days 10750 9854;11 8958;21g 5375
Retr. Boundaries 67; ISO 67; 7° d 66;40° 64;29° j
[Stalions 67;15 67;6 66;38 64;31J#
~l(lOO11
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J. With Ox: om. P. Two columns th.a! belong at thc extreme righl have no!. bcen
displayed. They indicale days (counting up from Olo 365) and lhe associated
mean motion oflhe: Sun (counting up from 8s 12;00 lO 8s 12;0'"), to be osed
wilh Ihe column headings al the bottom ofthe table, on analogy with thc: lWO
columns of argument al the left lIlal are lo be used with the column hcadings
at lile 10p oftbe lable (sec Table 17). To accommodale Ihe arguments on lile
right, Ihe enlries for 365d (on lbe left) werc compuled for Satum's apogee
(8s 12;0"). rather than for 365 limes Ihe daily mean motion oflhe: Sun added
lO the apogee (8s I1 :46°).
a. Thc enlries in Ihis row in P are: shifted one place lO !he leR, e.8., 895 is in Ihe
first ce:1l ofthis row. whcrc:as il should be: in Ihc sccond cc:ll. as it is in Ox.
b. With O,..: 895 P. Rcad 895:50.
c. 13:300x.
d. 66:70x.
e. 1791 P.
f. 14;520x.
g. 8892:21 P.
h. 5375 P.
i. 31 :24 Ox.
j. 64:23 P.
-( ...1~ n:compUlcd.
'CompUIa! from Afmagtsl, xii.8.
<') indicales poor agrec:mcnl bet....cen lhe texl and Ihc: rc:compuled values.
There is a small table for latitudc bclow lhe main tablc:
Corro Anom.
Latitude
Nonhem Southem
0[5J 0;0·
6[5J 0;0·
2;3 0
3;2
2; 1o
3;5
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Table 17. Equation ofVenus
Heading: "Correction Tabre for Venus"
Days Od 30; 4d(c) 182;15d(e)
Mean J, 0° 45 Oc 95 Oc
Cenler 0' 0° ls Oc 65 Oc
Corr.ofCenlcr 0' 00 0;53c O; 0°
Min.ofProp. far 60 52 60 near
D." Anomaly D." Anomaly
Od Os O: O" O: O" -0;30" 0, 00 584d Os O; 00
(O
°
O; O O; O -0:29,33 0' 0('
60 7; O 15:13 14;41 15; 35 52. 10 23;Oa
(60 6;59,30 15; 10,49 14;42, I 15; 34,4]·
52' 10 29; O(a) -15;13 ~15:44 -15; 35 60 1 7; O
1524 10 23; 3,36 -15; 9,34 -15;41,11 -15; 32,47J·
58'
°
O; O O; 6(1) -o,JO(d) O·
° ° °
OjO,
[584
°
O: 3.5 O; 1,17 -0;28,17 0' 1,19)·
Cenlcr 0' ° 11 , °
6, °
Mean J, ° 2,
° '" °LimilofRetrogr.(b) 14; 11° 14; 00 11;39"
a. The enlry on tbe Idi reads lOs 29;0", bul \he corresponding entry on \he righl n:ads
lOs 23;0" (witb P; lOs 23;6° Ox), as il should.
b. "Corrected anomaly" P.
c. 30 Ox. Note Ihal 30"f{O;S9,gofd) - 30;26d.
d. 0;3 P.
e. This enlry should be half of ayear, bUI twice 182; 15d is only 364;3Od.
t[... )_ recompuled.
(1) indicales poor agrecmenl belween tbe lex! and Ihe recompuled values.
s-,tl(lOOl)
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Table 19: Latitudes ofVeDIU aad Mercury
Heading: "TabJe ofthe inclination in latitude for Venus and Mercury"
Corrected Center OsO Is O 2s0 3s O 6s O
and Anomaly 12s O lisO lOs O 9s O 6s O
Minutes of prop. O 30 52 60 O
in inclination
(nc¡iya)
Minutes ofprop. 60 22 a 30 O ... 60
in slant
(neliza)
Inclin.ofVenus 1; 2 0;27 b 0;37< O; O 6;22
Slant ofVenus O; O 0;41 1;20 1;27 d O; O
Inclin.ofMercury 1;45 1;36 0;29 ~ O; O 4; 5
Slant of Mercury O; O 0;55 1;44 2;20 O; O
• S2Alm.
b. 0;51 Alm.
,. raint in Ox; 0;3S Alm.
d. 151 Alm.
,. 059 Alm.
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Table 20. Lunar latitude
Heading: "Table oflhe latitude (merbaV) oflhe Moco"
[Arg.]
00
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
[lat.]
O; 00
0;52
1;42 a
2;29
3; 13
3;50
4;20
4;42
4;55
5; O
a. 1;42 P (as in al-BaltanT); 1;49 Ox.
P rng. adds: "The latitude is from the node; from the ascending to the
descending il is northem, and from the descending to the ascending il is
southem."
P adds (9 lines): "To find Ihe latitude of Ihe Moco, know the distance of
its true position from Ihe ascending node or from Ihe descending node that
you found .... "
Subllyl2 (2001)
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Table 21: Mean ConjundioD
253
Heading: "Table for the days of conjunctions and the days of the distance
of the Sun from its apogee; and the days of the moon from the apogee of
its epicycle, constructed for Lisbon whose longitude is 23°"(a)
Subtable 1:
days of days of days of
Radices conjunction the Sun(c) the Moon
1400 16d 1; 12h 20ld 22;24h 8d 15;24h
1428 25 11; 9 201 18;36 12 21 ;24
1456 5 8;22 201 14;48 17 3;24
1484 14 18; 19 20 I 11; O 21 9;24
1512 24 4; 16(b) 201 7; 12 25 15;24
a. The heading in P is only partiaJJy preserved: "fmm ils apogee (govah romo) whose
longilude is 23°»
b. 24d 28;16h P and Ox. Ben Verga added 14d 18:19h (for 1484) and 9d 9;57h (for
28 years), and found 23d 28; 16h (for 1512). He Ihen added Id lo the 23d, but
neglected to sublract 24h fmm the 28; 16h.
c. P has 21d, instead of201d, in all cases.
Subtable 2:
[Julian] days of days of days of
years the Sun conjunction the Moon
1 365d O; Oh 10d 15; 12h 6d 18;58h
2 364 18; 1I 21 6;23 13 13;56
3 364 12;21 2 8;50 20 8;55
4 O 0;43 14 O; I O 14;3 I
27 364 16;39 27 7;29 24 0;24
28 O 5; O 9 9;57 4 6; O
Suhayllíl001l
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Subtable 3:
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
Novembcr
December
days of
the Sun
31
59
90
120
151
181
212
243
273
304
334
365
B. R. Goldslcm
days of
conjunction
Id 11;16h
29 11;16
1 9;48
I 21;34 a
3 8;20
3 19;36
5 6;52
6 18; 8
7 5;24
8 16;40
9 3;56
1 15;12b
days of
the Meon
3d 10;37h
3 21;23c
7 8; 4
9 18; 46
13 5; 27
15 16; 8
19 2; 50
22 13; 19d
25 O; 12
O 21; 35
3 8; 17
6 18; 58 ,
a. Read 21; 4 (as in Madrid, MS 3385, f. l04r).
b. Read IOd )5;12h; scc lhe mtry for 1 year.
c. 21;28 Ox.
d. Read 13;31.
e. 16<1 18;58 P; see me entry for 1year.
Subtable 4:
Tbe Moon and the eonj.
cycle 1
cycle 2
cycle 3
half-cycle
eonj.
29[d] 12;44,3,21(h]a
59 1;28
88 14;12
14[d] 18;22,I,40[h]
CyC!es of the Moon
27[d] 13;18[h]b
55 2;37
82 15;56
a. 12;44,2,40[h] P; 12;3,21[h] Ox. lt seems that me copyist ofOx omittcd the
44 minutes, for 29d 12;44,3,20h - 29;3 1,SO,8,2Od which is the value for the
mean synodic month in the Almagest.
b. This is the I~gth oC the anomalistic month. In Tibie 3, thc lunar motion in
anomaIy 15 J3;3,53.57,so/d, COIT'CSJ)Onding 10 In anomalistic month oC 27d
Su/IoyI2 (2001)
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13;18,34h. Here, the entry for 3 anomalislic months is 82d 15;56h, Le" 3 .
(27d 13;18,34h) = 82d 15;55,42h.
Note in MSS: "The cycle of the Sun is 365[d] 5;49,26[h]; two cycles are
7JD[d] 11 ;J8[h]."
Table 22. Time from Mean lo True Syzygy
1131
18'
9s0; 00
O: 00
O: oof
O
112]
171
8s18;36°
--o; 18°c
--0;23 0
O
131
32
4sl:32°
-0:580
-0;580
-5
121
16
3s15;47°
.....();30°
-0:300
-7Corro ofthe days
Days of the Sun
Mean Sun
Solar COITo
Heading: "Table for finding the dislance (merbaq) of true conjunction or
opposition from the mean,,1
111
O
3s0: 00
o: 00
o; 00
0;0
Days of
AnomaJy
O
1
[Corr. of
Anom.Jl
O, 01°1
0:0
o: Oh
O: O
-1: 6h
-1: 6
-2: 8h
-2: 8h
-o; 40
-O; 40d
O:Oh
O: O)'
I
1
-1: 2 2;16 1: 10
1: 10
o; 8 b
O: 8
1: 36
1: 36
2:16
l'
2
1
-2:3 4:26 3; 21
3:20
2:20
2:18
3:46
3;46
4;28
l'
27
I
0:34 1:22 -2: 28
-2: 28
-3:29
-3:30
-2: 2 e
-2: 2
-1:23
1'
27[d J3:18h[a 0:0 o; O -1: 6 -2:8 -o: 40 o: O
Solar COITo
Curro uf Ihc days
Mc:m Sun
J)ay~ ol"lhl' Sun
S"I~lr corro
an:. lo I'IO!cI11)"
1
o: 00
"3s O: 00
365d 5:49h
o: 00
O: O
o: 300
3
2$ 14:130
349d
0:370
0:370
0:580
5
Is 28:280
333d
1: 130
1: 130
o; 180
6
9sll:26°
194d
0:240
0:31 0
o: 00
O
9$ O: 00
180d!
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1.
2.
J.
4.
5.
6.
,.
b.
,.
d.
,.
r.
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Thc heading for Ihe lablc is missing in P; Ihe headings for Ihe columns in Ox are
shiftcd one place lO the left (\\here "lefi" refers lO Ihis transcriplion). Nole that
Ben Verga takes the solar apogcc to be: 90'".
Tlt~ are the enlries in Table 11. Ihe cquation of the Sun. "hae the maximum is
1:53°.
This column has no heading. bUI lhe enlries in it agree \\ ith Ihose in Table 13. the
equalion of Ihe Moan.
Under Ihe assumption. as described in lhe commenlary. Ihal:
61 ~ c.(KY[mm(v..) - V.(K)].
Recompuled by adding the corresponding cntries in lhe firsl row and the firsl
column.
Computed from Plolemy's solar equation table in Almagesl iii.6lmaximum 2;23°)
for the values ofthe mean Sun <:ounled from the apogee, 3s 0;0°.
Read: 27d 13: ISh. Note lhat 27d 13; ISh is Ihe lenglh of sn anomalistic monlh.
S:OOx.
The entry below 171 days of Ihe Sun, -O; ISo, corresponds lO 171 ° in Table 11; it
seems thal in this instance Ben Verga incorreelly inlerpreled the days ofthe Sun
as degrees from apogee.
Computing wilh the solar correction ofO; ISo. as in lhe heading.
2;40 Ox.
215 P mg. and Ox mg.; read: IS3d?
s-.,. 2 (2COl)
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Table 23: Parallax
Heading: (missing]
Cne Leo S8' Cap
Hours of Hours of
half--daylight half--daylight
7;20 b 7;13[
(1)/(2) (1 )/(2)
[7:27hJa 7: I3h
[7J 1: 18h I 6° 7
[6J 1:23 I 6 6 1;33h I 5' 6°h•
[5J 1:20 I 6 5 1;34 I 4;38
(4) 1: 1Se I 5 4 1;32 I 3;55
[J] 1; 12 I 4 3 1;27 I 3;27
[2J 0:46 I 3 2 1; 5 I 2;40
[1] 0:32 I 4 1 0;48. I 2;30
[noon) O; O I 2;52 ncon O; 12 I 3; 4
midheaven
[1] 0:32 I 3; 10 d 0:25 O; O I 3; 31 i
[2J 0:46 I 3:28 1 O; 18 I 4' 2•
[3J 1;12 I 4;36 2 0:35 I 5; 10
r~J 1: 18 I 5:30 3 0;56 I 6' 8•
[5] 1:20 I 6; 8 4 1: 5 I 7: 8
[6] 1:23 I 6:31 5 1; 5 I 6:40j
[7] 1:18 I 6;32 e 6 1; 5 I 7; 50,
[7:27J 7 1; 5 I 7: 50 f
7; 13
ene Gem ... Aqu Cap
(1) Corrcction of [Iongitude in] time
(2) Correction of latitude
_.'~I::-Illl\
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Note: TC 8A (parallax lables, in the "Tables In Castilian") = Madrid,
Biblioteca National, MS 3385, ff. 149r-15Iv.
a. The column for hours is missing in bOlh manuscripls, but in Ox jt Illay be
conccalcd in Ihe gutlcr duc lO lighl binding.
b. 7:20 P: 720 Ox.
c. 1:11 MSS. (In I-Icbrew scripl 'S' and '1' ofien look alike.)
d. 13:10 MSS: 3;IOTC SA.
c. No cntry in TC SA.
( 7;1] P: 703 Ox.
g. 10:410x.
h. 5;10 TC 8A. (In Hebrew script '6' and 'lO' ofien look ~l¡ke.)
i. 3;19 TC 8A.
J. 7;40 TC 8A.
k. 73 TC 8A. (In Hcbrew scripI ']' and '50' ofien look alike.)
l. No cntry in TC 8A.
Suhayl2 (20tH)
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Table 24. Eclipses
Hcading. P: "Table for solar eclipses when the Moon is al mean distance
(orekh); Ta[ble] for establishing the durations ofeclipses in latitude [...1"1
Ox.: No heading.
(Solar Eclipse) [lunar E<:lipse)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (S) (6) (7)
App. disto Dig. Half· lunar disto Dig. Half· Harf·
ofthc duration from the duration duration
l."'Clipse "00' oftotalily
0:12° I2d 1: 3ha 11; 300 ¡ Od O: Oh O- Oh,
0;42 11 1: 36 10; 58g I O; 36 O: O
1:12 10 1- 2, 10; 26 2 0;58 O- O,
1:42 9 l- Id 9: 54 3 1- I O: O
2:12 8 O: 59t 9: 24 4 1- 8 O: O
12:421 7 O; 57 8:50 S 1; 16 O: O
13:121 6 0;54 8: 18 6 1; 21 O: O
13:421 S O; 51 7:46 7 1; 28 O: O
4.12 4 O; 46 7: 14 8 1; 32 O: O
4:42 3 O; 41 6: 42 9 1; 37 O: O
5:12 2 O: 35 6: 10 10 1: 40 O: O
5.42 I O: 25
6;12 O O: O 5: ]8 11 1; 43 O: O
S: 6 12 1: 45 O: O
4:30 13 1: 48 O; 13
4: 2 14 1; 50 O: J3
3:30
"
1; 52 O; 40
2:58 16 1: 53 0:43
2:26 17 1: 5) 0;45
1: 58 18 1; 54 O: 47
1: 22 19 1; 56 O: SO
0:30 20 1; 57 O; 52
O: 18 21 1; 58 O; 54
O: 8 22 1: 57(!) O: 57
1. Thcrc may be f1llolhcr ward, hiddcn by a stain, after ~18I¡tude~. Thc second pan of
Ihis hcading ma)' mean Ihalthe durations ofthe eclipses were computed froro the
lunar latitude at mid-eclipse.
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I-Icadings for cols. 3 and 6: "I-Iulf-duration" P; "Duralion" Ox (bul Ihe "huIr may be
hidden in lhe gUllcr).
I-Ieading (or col. 7: "lOtality" 0)( (bul the "hall" may be hidden in the gutter); missing in
P.
001. 1.1... ) blank in bolh MSS.
a. 1:3 P: 13011:.
b.I;3?: 130x.
c.I;2P; 120x.
d. 1;1 P; 11 Ox.
c. 9;59 Ox.
r. 5;30 Ox.
g. 10;18 P.
Table 25: Digits oC Eclipse
Heading: "Table for finding the area ofthe eclipse<:! luminary"
Digits ofthe diameter Sun Mocn
I 0;20 0;30
2 1; O 1; lO b
3 1;50 a* 2; 5
4 2;50· 3; lO
5 3;20· 4;20
6 4;40 5;50'
7 5;50 6;42-
8 7; O 8; O
9 8;20 9;\0
\O 9;40 10;20
11 10;50 11 ;20
12 12; O 12; O
•• 1;30x.
b. 1;70x.
·This entry differs (mm the corresponding enlry in al-Balt!nrs nj (Nallino 1903.1907,
2089).
w..,t 1(:1001)
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Table 26: Length ofDaylight
Heading: [illegible, and partly cut offat the top ofthe page]
Degrees oC Ari T" G= p~
me Sun
O 12; Oh 13;30h 14;40h 10;33h
I 12; 2 13;32 14;41 10;36
2 12; 6 13;34 14;43 10;39
28 13;22 14;35 15;12 11;54
2. 13;28 14;38 15;12 11;57
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P mg. adds: "Enter with the degree of the Sun and its zodiacal sign, and
the place where they meet yields the number of hours and minutes, and it
is the length of daylight when the Sun is located at that degree in that
zodiacal sign."
Table 27: Declination
Heading: "The solar declinations (merbavei ha-shemesh) according to al-
Zarqiil and according to Ptolemy"
Mg. adds: "We see that the solar corrections according to al·Zarqal and
according to Ptolemy are in degrees of 30 minutes."
Argument Declination Declination
5 2; 0['] 2' 1['],
10 3;59 4; 2
15 5;58 6' I,
20 7;51 7;56
25 9;43 9;52
30 11 ;32 II ;39
80 23; IO 23;28
85 23;27 23;44
90 23;38 a 23;55 b
Sutloyll (2001)
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a. Azarquic!'s valuc for thc obliquilY is 23;33°, and the entries in his lable are
givcn at intervals of 3° (Millás 1943·1950, p. 174); ¡he enlries in this tablc
are given al intervaJs of 5°, and seem lO boe based on an obliquilY of 23:3)°
f1l.lher Ihan of23;38°.
b. Ptolemy's value for the obliquity is 23;51,20" (Almagest. i.15); the entries in
this table are given al intervals or 5°, and seem to be basc:d en an obliquily
or23;5 1° rather than of23;55°.
Table 28. Normed Rigbt Ascension
Heading: "Table for the ascensions of the zodiacal signs al mid-heaven,
and they are the same for al! horizoos (Le., geographicallatitudes)"
Degrees of Cap Aqu p" Sg,
the Sun
O O; 0° 32;12° 60;27°Q 327;48°
1 1; 5 33;14 60; 9 b 328; 51
2 2;10 34;16 64; O 329;54
28 30; 7 60;11 88;10 357;49
29 31; 9 61; 9 89; 4 358; 57
a. Rcad: 62;7, with Levi ben Ger.ion (Goldslein 1974, rabie 4), and Immanucl
Bonfils (Munich, MS Heb. 386, 36b-37a).
b. Read: 63;4, with Levi and Bonfils.
Cap 2: 2;11 Levi and Bonfils.
Cap 29: 31;10 Levi and Bonfils.
Aqu 1: 33;15 Levi and Boofils.
Aqu 2: 34;17 Lc:vi and Boofils.
Aqu 28: 60;14 Levi and Bonfils.
Psc 2: 64; 1 Levi and Boofils.
Psc 29: 80; 5 Levi and Boofils.
Sgr 1: 328;50 Levi and Bonfils.
Sgr 2: 329;53 Levi and Boofils.
Sgr 29: 358;55 Levi and·8onfils.
Ox rng. adds: "The dog-days begin on July 14 and continue until Sept. 5."
w.,l1 (2C01)
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Table 29: Geograpbical Coordinates (P 96a)
Names ofthe LaL Long.
Places
Toledo 39;540 28;W
Cordoba 38;30 27; 14
Sevilla 38; 8 55;40 (Read: 25;40)
Jaen 38; 14 28; 4
Granada 37;30 27;30
Malaga 56;55 27;23 (Read 36;55)
·Almeria 36;30 28; 5
Sherez 36; 5 23;43 (Jerez, Spain)
Lisbon 39;38 22;54
Santarin 40;50 23;42 (Santarcm, Portugal)
Mu[r]cia 38; 15 29;30 a
Valencia 39;36 30;20
Calat.w (?) 41; 8 58;58 (Read: 28;58; Calatayud, Spain) b
Zaragoza 41 ;30 29;45
Barcelona 42;19 31 ;33
Gerona 41; 6 28;32
Valladolid 41;4 J 26;44
Burgos 42;11 27;31
Bitoria 42;46 28; 14 (Vitoria, Spain)
Vayona 42;36 23;37 (Bayona, Spain) e
Salamanca 41; 19 25;46
Leon 42;46 26;19
¡l. Murcia: long. 29:30°. laL 37;30" Ox 2353 (= Millas 1962, p. 238):
long. 29;35°. lat. 38:38" Ox 235b.
b. Calatayud: long. 28;51°. lal. 41: O" Ox 235b.
e 13a)'ooa: long. 23:33". lal. 42:36" Ox 235b.
Su"-o'!:llOOll
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TlIble 1. Commentary:
B. R. Goldslein
The mean molian of Ihe Sun, derived fram Ihe entry for 28y (0;14°), is
0;59,8,20, 12°/d. With Levi bcn Gerson's parametcr fOf lhe mean molioo of
lhe $un (0;59,8,20,8,44,6,3,14°/d; Goldstein 1974, p. 106), lhe mOlian in
28 Julian years is O; 13,50°, or about O; 14°, as in lhe text. Other well
known values for Ihis paramcter do nol yield as good agreement, e.g., with
lhe Alfonsine parameter (0;59,8,19,37,19, 13,S6°/d), lhe molían in 28
Julian years is 0;12,21° or about 0;12°. In a note lo T3ble 21 (see below),
lhe length oftlte year is given as 365[d15;49,26[h], fram which it folJows
tha! lhe daily mean molían of the SUIl is 0;59,8, 19,33°/d.
Table 2. Cornmentary:
The mean molian of lhe Maon, derived from (he entry for 28y (114;59°),
is 13; I0,35, I ,9°/d. The motion in 28 Julian years with lhe Alfonsine
parameter (13; I0,35, 1,15, II ,4,35°/d) is 114;59,19° or about 114;59°, as in
the text.
The parameter added in the margin of P was úbtained by dividing the
rounded value for the daily motion of lhe Moon, 13;11°, by 24h, for
0;32,57,30 . 24 = 13; 11° exactly. This value for the hourly motion of lhe
Moon has no astronomical significance.
Table 3. Cornmentary:
The motioo in lunar anomaly, derived from the entry for 28y (55;37°), is
13;3,53,57,5°/d. This parameter is c10se to, but nol identical with, Levi
ben Gerson's value for the daily motion in lunar anomaly
(13;3,53,55,55,33,30 0 /d). With Levi ben Gerson's parameter, the motion
in 28 Julian years is 55;33,44°, or about 55;34°.
Table 4. Commentary:
The motion of the lunar node, derived from the entry for 28y (-181; 18°),
is -0;3,1 0,32,34°/d. This parameter is confinned by Table 5 for the motion
of the Sun from the nade. But it seems that there is a mistake in the
Suhayl1(2001)
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sexagesimal thirds: ínstead of 32, one expecls 37 or 38, as in al-BaltanI,
Levi ben Gerson, and the Alfonsine Tables. For example, the value in the
Alfonsine Tables (ed. 1483) is -0;3, 10,38,7, 14,49,lOo/d.
As in many olher medieval tables, lhe result derived from this mean
motion table has to be subtracted from 3600 in order to obtain the
longitude ofthe lunar ascending node.
Table 5. Commentary:
In Table 1, the mean solar motion is 0;59,8,20,12°/d, and in Table 4 the
mean motion of Ihe lunar node is -0;3,1 0,32,34°/d; hence the difTerence is
1;2, 18,52,46°/d. Therefore, Ihe molíon in 28y is: 28 . 365; 15 .
1;2, 18,52,46°/d = 181 ;32,0°, or 181 ;32°, as in the tex!. This confirms that
Sen Verga used an inaccurale parameter for the motion of Ihe lunar node,
as noted in rhe commenlary lo Table 4.
lI is surprising that Ihe dates for the radices here are the same as those
in Table 21 for mean conjunctions (see below), but differ from those in the
olher planelary mean motion tables. Moreover, there are similarities
belwcen this table and one of Zacut's tables (Table AP 12, described in
Chabás and Goldstein 2000, p. 118) as wel! as a table in the TabuJe
verificate (Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional, MS 3385, fr. 108r-I09r; Table
TV 10, descríbed in Chabás and Goldstein 2000, pp. 29-30). In both cases
there is atable for the solar clongalion from the lunar node for each year
in a period of 56 years. The entry in Ihe Madrid manuscript for year 1
corresponds to March 1, 1461; and the entry for year I in Zacul's table
corresponds to March 1, 1473. The underlying parameters are slightly
diffcrenl for, according lo Zacut and the Madrid manuscript. in 28 years
Ihe motion in elongation is 6s 1;46°; whereas it is 6s 1;32° according lo
Sen verga's tablc.
The purpose of this table is lO help in decidíng when one should
compute Ihe circlltllstances of an eclipse, for an eclipse is only possible
when the Sun lies in lhe nodal zone, i.e., when lhe elongation of Ihe Sun
from the lunar node is less than lhe eclipse limit (see Table 24). I am
aware of no table for Ihis purpose otner lhan the thrce discussed here.
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Table 6. Cornmcntary:
B R Goldst('ln
The mean motioo of Saturn, derived from the enlry for 28y (342;29°), 15
O:2.0,33,26°/d. With Plolemy's parameter (0;2,0,33,31,28,51 °/d), lhe
molían in 28 Julian years is 342;29,14°, orabout 342;29°, as in lhe text.
The canons (R, f. 58b) givc a worked example for finding Ihe mean
position of Satum for Lisbon al noon on Feb. 15, 1474, presenting lhe
following data (canons and table agree):
1468: 15 4; 11 o
Sy: 25 1; 9
Jan. O 1; 2
14d O 0;28
Sum 35 6;50°
Note thal the date, noon, Feb. 1S, 1474, is here interpreted lo mean tha!
1473 complete years, 1 complete month, and 14 complete days, have gane
by since lhe epoch of Incarnation.
Table 7. Cornmentary:
The mean motioo of Jupitcr. deríved from the entry for 28y (130;6°), is
O;4,59,14,35°/d. Wilh Ptolemy's parameler (0;4,59,14,26,46,31°/d), the
mOlion in 28 Julian years is 130;5,35°, or aboul 130;6°, as in lhe lexl.
Table 8. Commentary:
The mean motion of Mars, derived from the entry for 28y (319;34°), is
0;31,26,37,4°/d. With Ptolemy's parameter (0;31 ,26,36,53,51,33°/d), the
motion in 28 Jul ian years is 319;33,31 0 , or about 319;340 , as in the texto
The difference between the radices at interva1s of28y is 319;340 except
for the interva1 from 1384 to 1412 where it is 319;26°. Emending the entry
for 1384 to read Os 0;58° would eliminate the discrepancy.
SuIrIoJIl (lOOl)
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Table 9. Commentary:
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The mean motion in anoma1y for Venus, derived from the entl)' for 28y
(6s 5; 13°), is 0;36,59,29,44°/d. It follows that in ayear of 365d the motion
in anomaly is 225;1,56° (rounded in the text to 225;2°), and in 4 years
180;44,43° (rounded in the text to 180;45°). The variant for 28 years of 6s
5;3° seems lo be a copyist's error, for the differences in the first subtable
for radices at 28-year intervals are al16s 5;13°. With the parameter ofthe
Toledan Tables (0;36,59,29,27,29°/d: Toomer 1968, p. 44), the motion in
28 Jul ian years is 185; 12, 14°, or about 185; 12°, which differs by only O; I°
from lile value in the texto But with Ptolerny's parameter
(0;36,59,25,53,11,28°/d), the motion in 28 Julian years is 185;2,5°, or
aboul 185;2°, and this is farther from the value in the text. By my
calculation, the parameter in lhe Toledan Tables is Ihe same as lhat in al-
BatHinT's zij, allhough Kennedy (1956, p. 156) reports a value of
O;36,59,29,28,42,45°/d for venus's motion in anoma1y there.
Table ID. Commentary:
The mean motion in anomaly for Merclll)', derived from tite entl)' for 28y
(92;13°), is 3;6,24,7,7°/d; it follows thal in ayear of365d the motion in
anomaly is 53;56,43° (rounded in lhe lexl to 53;57°), and in 4 years
218;53,17° (rollnded in the text to 218;53°). With Ptolemy's parameter
(3;6,24,6,59,35,500 /d), the motion in 28 Julian years is 92;12,40° or about
92; 13°, as in the texl.
T:lble I I. Commentary:
AIlhough Ben verga's entries for the solar equalion are given to minutes
and those in the preserved version of Ibn al-Kammad's table are givcn to
seconds, Ben Verga has not rounded the entries oflbn al-Kammad's table;
ralher, he has either recomputed the entries or, more likely, has used a
copy that \Vas bettcr in sorne rcspects. The maximum equation here is
1:53° (for arguments 89° to 96°), roundcd from Ibn al-Kammad's
1;52,44°. The apogec here is taken to be 90°, ¡.c., the argumcnt of center is
counted from Cancer 0° = 3s O°. The rows are labeled "days", and to get
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lhe mean motioo next lO them, they are lo be multiplied by the daily mean
molían of lhe Sun, O;59,so/d. Bul for the other columns lhe "days" should
be understood as "degrees".
The values in lhe heading labeled "days, hours, and parts of 1080"
were obtained by dividing Ihe argument of center (in multiples of 30°) by
lhe daily mean motion oflhe Sun lo yield lhe time since lhe Sun was al its
apogec. Bul lhe results of dividing lhe argumcnt of center by lhe entries in
lhe table do nol yield exactly Ihe same daily mean motion of Ihe Sun,
although they are all very nearly equal to it:
30° I (lOd 10h SOSH) = O;59,8,24°/d (reading 10h instead of 13h)
60° I (60d 20h 9S0H) = 0;S9,8,310/d
90° I (91d 7h 491H) = O;59,8,20o/d
120°1 (121d 17h nOH) = O;59,8,26°/d
150°1 (lS2d 4h 490H) 0;S9,8,17°/d
180°1 (182d 14h990H) 0;S9,8,19,19,300/d
210°/ (213d Ih 435H) = 0;59,8,19,19,100/d
240°1 (241d llh 960H) = 0;59,8,19,19,30o/d
270°1 (271d 22h 405H) = 0;59,8,19,19,300 /d
100°/ (104d 8h 910H) = 0;59,8,19,19,100/d
330°1 (114d 19h 171H) = 0;59,8,21, 9,54°/d (reading 373H)
This set of numbers becomes coherent if one allows various 'minor'
emendations, but sorne of them are not easy to assign to copyist errors.
The difference between successive entries for zodiacal signs at the botlom
ofthe columns, preserved in P, is 30d IOh 525H (except in the last case,
unless the 373H is emended to 375H), and 12· (30d IOh 525H) = 365d
5;50h = 365;14,35d, a reasonable value for the tropical year. Hence, one
expects the entries at the top of the columns, beginning with Leo, to be:
10d 10h 525H (instead of Ilh 505H); 60d 20h 1050H (in'tead of 950H);
91d 7h 495H (instead of 49IH); 121d 17h 1020H (instead of nOH), and
152d 4h 465H (in'tead of 490H).
Note that in P (at the bottom ofthe page) 338d is written in aphabetic
numeral s as 13/38/; 304d as 130141; 273d as 12713/; 243d as 12/43/; 213d as
12/131; and 182d as /18/21 (where each number between slashes is treated
as a separate alphabetic numeral, and no alphabetic numeral is used for
SohoyI2 (2001)
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'hundreds'). This suggests that Ihe archetype for P used decimal place·
value notatioo and lhis notatioo was misunderstood by the copyist. In
contrast to P, Ox represents tbese numbers with the usual Hebrew
alphabctic numerals. See also Table 21.
Table 12. Commentary:
This is Ptolerny's solar equation table (Almagest, iii.6), although the
coluron for the correction is headed 'latitude' (or 'declination': mer1)aV).
Table 13. Commentary:
In the lunar equation table, there are several headings for lhe columns. For
Ihe row. "Mean", the entry is the mean motion in longitude for the numher
of days in the fOW aboye il; for lile row, "Eloog.", lhe entry is Ihe mean
elongation between lhe Moon and lhe Sun for lhe number ofdays aboye it;
for lhe row. "Corr.", see al-Battanrs table for the lunar cOITection (column
labelcd "Aequatio anomaliae") where the argument is the double
elongation; for lhe row, "Minutes of Proportion", again see al-Battani's
lable for the lunar corrcction, where the argument is the double elongation
(Nallino 1903-1907,2:78-83). These values werc presumably used by Ben
Verga in computing Ihe enlries in the table proper. The columns are at 1-
day intervals from Od lO 14d, and the rows are al l-day inlervals from Od
to 27d. The minimum lunar equalion at syzygy is _5;1° for Od of
elongation and 7d of anomaly; recomputation yields -5;0,36°. The
minimum in the table is ~7;49° for 6d of anomaly and 7d of elongation;
recomputation yields -7;22,44°. Bul the entry for 7d ofanomaly and 7d of
elongation is _7;37°, and recomputation yields -7;37,58°; hence, the entry
-7;49° is an isolated CITOr. Nole that for al-Baltan! lhe maximum lunar
equation at syzygy is 5; 1° and at quadralure 7;41 ° (for Ptolemy 5; I° and
7;40°, respeclively).
Thc rccomputalions are aH bascd on Plolcmy's second lunar modcl
(wilh Plolcmy's parameters) and Judah ben Verga's mean molions:
13;IO,35,1,9°/d for longitude; 12;II,26,40,57°/d for e1ongation; and
13;3,53,57,5°/d for anomaly. 51ighl changes in lhe mean molions will have
liule effect here.
w.,4 1 (2001)
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The fonn of Ihis double argument tablc is un usual, bul Sen Verga also
uses it in lhe tables for lhe planelary equatlons as well as in tite table for
lhe time from mean lo !rue syzygy. Morcover, Ihe table for lhe solar
equation is presented in a similar fashion. even though there is only Dne
argumento
Table 14. Commentary:
In Ihe equation table for Saturn, there are severa! headings for Ihe
columns. The entries in lhe row, "days", are Ihe quotients of mulliples of
30° divided by lhe daily moliao of center, for 180°/5375; 1d =
O;2,O,33.28°/d, which is very nearly lhe mean molioo of Satum in Table 6
(O;2,O,33,26°/d). The center of Satum is counted from 252°, Satum's
apogee according lo Ben Verga. The entríes in Ihe row, "center", are
arguments of center, counted from apogee. For the "correction of cemer"
see al-Bauanl's table for the correclion of Saturo (column labeled
"Aequatio centri"); and for "minutes of proportion" again see al-BaUani's
table for the correetion ofSatum, where the argument is the center, but the
values here differ from those of al-Battiini (Nallino 1903-07,2: IOS-113). 1
cannot identify the entries in the row labeled, "minutes of latitude". Many
of these values were presumably used by Sen Verga in computing the
entries in the table proper. lOe columns are at 30° intervals of the
argument ofcenter from 0° to IS0°, lOe rows are at 14-day intervals from
Od to 364d, with an additional row for 365d.
The recomputations in the majn table are all based on Ptolerny's model
for Satum with eccentricity 3;2S, apogee 252°, and Judah ben Verga's
parameters for !he mean motion of Satum (0;2,0.33,26°/d) and for !he
mean motion of !he Sun (O;59,S,20,12°/d). The minimum entry in the
table is -12;42° for 350 days and 90° of center; recemputation yields
-12;41,30°. Slight changes in !he mean motions will have little effect here.
The retrograde boundaries are the stationary points, counted from
perigee. The entries in the latitude table were derived from the extremal
values in Ptolemy's table for Satum's latitude (A/magesl, xiii.S).
In the canons (R. f. 5Sb) an undated example is given for finding the
true position of Satum: it is assumed that the mean position of Saturo on
sorne day is 9s 12°, and that the mean Sun is lIs 4;4So (corresponding to
$ullayI2 (1C01)
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84d since the Sun was al Satum's apogee in the heading for the rows).
Then, according lO the canons, lhe equation for Saturo is 1;30°; and this is
indeed what one finds in Ihe tablc. Hence lhe true longitude of Saturo
would be 95 13;30°.
Table 17. Cornmentary:
In lhe equation table for Venus, lhe headings are arranged in a similar
panero lo tha! llsed for Saturno The arguments of centcr in Ihe headings are
given al 30° intervals from 0° to 180°. The correclions of centcr in lhe
headings seem lo depelld on a solar equation table with a maximum that is
smaller than 1;530 (as in Table 11): Ihe equation corresponding lo 30° here
is 0;53°, whereas in tila! table il is 0;55°. Similarly, for 60° the heading
hcre has 1;330 (0;33 Q P), whercas lhe entry for 60° in Table 11 for Ihe
solar equation is 1;36°. Thc minutes of proportion in the headings
correspond to Ihose in al-Bauani's table for the correction of Yenus
(Nallino 190J-1907.2:126-IJI.coI.IV).
The arguments of anornaly are given al irregular intervals: Od, 60d,
IOOd. IJOd. 150d. 160d. 170d•...• 424d. 454d. 484d. 524d. 584d. The
cntries for argumenl 584d (on Ihe len:) have been adjusted lo allo\V the
table lo be used with the arguments shown bclow the table and the days
displayed on the righl.
The recomputed entries are all based on Ptolemy's model for Yenus
with al·Battani's value for lhe eccentricities: 1;2,22,30 for the equation of
ccnter (cf. Nallino 1903·1907, 2:126-131, col. 11), and 1;15 for the
equalíon ofanomaly (loc. cit.) cols. Y·YII), with apogec at 90°. The mean
motion parameters used in Ihe reeomputations are those of Ben Yerga:
0;36.59,29,44°/d for the mean motion in anomaly ofYenus (see Table 9),
and 059,8.20,12°/d for the mean motion of Ihe Sun (see Table 1). The
minillllltll en tries in the table are -48;5° for 354d and 120° of eenter, and
-48:8° (-48;5° Ox) for 364d and 1200 0fcenter; reeompulation yields
-48: 14.58° and -48; 15,23°. respcclively. Slight changes in Ihe parameters
Ilavc li!tlc crreet here.
The limits or the retrograde are in Ptolemy's table ror the stations of
Venus (AIII/aJ{e!# xii.8; transo Toomer 1984, p. 588) for 0°, 30°, and 180°
~l(lOOll
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are: 165;51° (= 1S00 - 14:9°). 166:0° (= 180° - 14;0°), and 168;21° (=
ISO° - 11 :39°). respeclively.
Tab1e 19. Commentary:
This table for planetary latitude corresponds to Almagest, xiii.5, at 30°
ilHervals.
Table 20. Commentary:
This table for lunar latilude, with Ptolemy's value for the maximum lunar
latitude of S°, agrees with the corresponding table in al-Battani (Nallino
1903-1907,2:78-80).
Table 21. Commentary:
This table is 10 be used for finding the date and time ofmean conjunction,
and for providing the argulllents for the Sun and !he Moon in Table 22:
Time from mean to true syz.ygy.
Note that Lisbon is mentioned in the heading of Ihis table, but nol in
the heading of any other table. The order of the columns in subtable I
differs from that in subtables 2 and 3. Subtable I is arranged for completed
years at 2S-year intervals. The days of conjunction refer to the number of
days from the last mean conjunction of that year to Jan. 1 of that number
of completed years. The entries. for instance, for 1456 refer to noon, Jan.
1, 1457, as is clear from the worked example in the canons (see below).
So, according to Ben Verga, the last mean conjunction of 1456 took place
5d S;22h before noon of Jan. 1, 1457, or Oec. 26, 1456, al 15;38h afier
noon. According to Levi ben Gerson's tables, there was a mean
conjunction at Orange on Oec. 26, 1456, at 15;58h aEter naon (0;20h later
than Ben Verga's time for this conjunction at Lisbon).l Levi ben Gerson's
tables yield similar results for 1400 and 1512: for 1400 with Levi ben
1 Aceording 10 Levi ben Gerson's tables. circle 1, year 8•• conjunction tlkes ptlCCS on [)ec. 2. 1328
1II4;59h after nooo; circle 2: fOl" 128y,ldd 24d IO;59h; tbe sum is then Dee. 26. 1456, al 15;5&h
aftcr noon (eí Go1dstein 1974, pp. 2251).
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Gerson's tables 1compute 16d 0;50h (instead of 16d 1;12h); and for 1512
1 compute 24d 3;57h (instead of 24d 4; 16h). In other words, the times of
these mean conjunctions at 56 year intervals, beginning with 1400, were
0;22h, 0;20h, and O; 19h earlier in Lisbon (according to Ben Verga) than
the limes in Orange (according lO Levi ben Gerson), respectively.
In al! 3 subtables, Ihe days of conjunction refer to the number of days
since the most recent mean conjunction, i.c., the enlries give the number of
days after multiples of29d 12;44h (the length ofthe mean synodic month)
llave been casi out. Prom the entries for the days of the Sun in subtable 1,
\Ve [earn that after 1456 completed years, Le., 00 Jan. 1, 1457, the mean
Sun was 201 d 14;48h beyond ils apogee (= 90° of 10ngitude, according lo
Sen Verga). Hence Ihe Sun was at ils apogce on day 164 oflhal year, or
about June 12.
The cntry for 1456 for the days of conjunction in subtable I is found
fram the prcvious enlry as follows: the enlry for 1428 was 25d 11; 9h, and
after 28 years (see subtable 2), Ihe increase is 9d 9;57h; hence, the sum is
34d 21 ;6h. Bul this sum exceeds the length of a mean synodic month, and
so 29d 12;44h is lo be subtracted fram it, yielding 5d 8;22h, as in subtable
1 for year 1456.
In lhe canons (R, f. 62a) there is a worked example for finding the time
of mean conjunction near noon, Feb. 15, 1474. Ben Verga first lakcs the
entry for 1456 (5d 8;22h), and adds lO it the entries for 17 years (7d
13;48h) and for January (Id 11;16h) plus 14 days (having elapscd of
February), for a total of 28d 9;26h. This amOUlll falls short of a mean
synodic month of29d 12;44h by Id 3;18h. Hence, mean conjunction will
take place Id 3;18h after noon ofFeb. 15, or Feb. 16, 1474, at 3;18h after
noon. The nexl worked example is for the days of the SUB since the lime
when Ihe Sun was at its apogce. 1'0 find the days of the Sun for this
conjullction in 1474, add the entry for 1456 (201d 14;48h), tlle entry for
17 years (365d 2;51 h correct[y in Table 21; in the canolls it was miscopicd
as 365d 20;55h although the subseqllenl computation depends on the value
365d 20;51 h), the enlry for Janllary (3 Id), and the time thal has elapsed of
February lllltil the conjunclion (15d 9;26h).2 The sum is given as "613d
1 Thc aulhoT 01' lhe callons has misread his own dala. for mean conjunclion was compulcd lO lake
place on Feb. 16. 3:18h alter noon: henee lhe value hcre should Ix: 15d 3;18h. Thc "28d 9:26h",
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21;5h = 201d 14;48h + 365d 20;55h [rcad: 20;51h] + 31d + 15a 9;26h".
Theo. subtracting 365d 5;49h (the length of a tropical year) from 613d
21 ;Sh, the result is the days of (he Sun: 248d 15; 16h; and this is said to be
the ¡nterval from me time when the Sun was al its apogee to !.he time of
lhe mean conjunction on Feb. 16, 1474,3; 18h after noon.
There is also a corresponding worked example for lhe days of the
Meon al (he time oC lhis conjunction: to find the days and hours from the
time the Moon \Vas al the apogee of its epicycle, one has to add the entry
for 1456 (17d 3;24h), the entry for 17 years (9d 5;17h), lhe entry for
January (3d 10;37h), and lhe time that has elapsed of February (15d 9;26h
[sic]; rcad: 15d 3;18h [see note 2]); the sum is 45d 4;44h and, after
subtracling 27d 13; 18h (lhe length of lhe anomalislic month), lhe resull is
17d 15;26h (R, f. 62a). Since this table for conjunctions is masl un usual
and lhe canons in lhe S1. Petersburg manuscript clearly refer lo it, one can
be reasonably sure Ihat these canons were intended lo be used wilh Ihese
tables. Moreover, The city of Lisbon is frequently mentioned in lhe
canons, and it is mentioned once in the Oxford copy of the tables (but not
at all in the Paris copy).
Let us consider the first enlry for Ihe days of the Moan in subtable 2.
At the end ofyear I the Moan has completed 13 periods of anomaly wilh a
remainder of 6d 18;58h (accuralely, 6d 18;58,38h), I.e., 365d = 13 . (27d
13;18,34h) + 6d 18;58h.
In subtable 3, the firsl column gives Ihe number of days ofthe Sun thal
have accummulated al the end of each month; in no case is the enlry
grealer than Ihe length of Ihe tropical year (the principie being thal if an
entry were lo exceed a Iropical year, only the excess would be put there).
The second column is for Ihe days of conjunction, and the enlry is Ihe
excess of lhe accummulated days al lhe end of each month less multiples
of a mean synodic month. Similarly, lhe third column is for days of the
Moan, and the entry is the excess of the accummulated days at the end of
each monlh less multiples of an anomalistic monlh. Hence, for January the
excess of 31d over a mean synodic month is Id 11;16h = 31d - (29d
aboye, seems lO havc led lO Ihe confusion, but !hat timc intcrvaJ sCl'Vcd I differenl purpose; il is lile
lime fmm ¡he conjunetiOll in January 1474 10 Feb. 15, 1474 (less!han a mean synodic month), used
lO delermine lile lime of lile mean conjunetion in February 1474. The date, Feb. 15, 1474, was
merely I preliminary 'gucss' fOl' lile dile oh mean conjunction, and has no particular significance.
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J2;44h), and the excess of 31d over an anomalistic month is 3d IO;37h
(accurately,3d IO;4Ih: 31d - [27d 13;18,34h]). For February, lhe excess
of 59d over 2 anomalistic months is 3d 21;23h = 59 - (55d 2;37h), as in
the text. So the error in the lhird colurno for January is isolated.
In the Tabule verificate (Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional, MS 3385, f.
I04r) there is atable that corresponds lo subtable 3 (omitting the days of
the Moco), where the entry for Dccember is 10<1 5; 12h (sic). But 365 ~ 12
. (29d 12;44h) = IOd 15;12h, aud Ihis is the entry for 1 year in OUT subtable
2 in the column, "days of conjunction" (cf. Chabás and Goldstein 2000, p.
25: Table TV 2).
In the note, 365d is written in P in alphabetic numerals as 136151 and
730d as /73/01 (where each number between slashes is treated as a separate
aJphabetic numeral, and no alphabetic numeral is used for 'hundreds').
This suggests that the archetype for P used decimal place·value notation
and this notation was misunderstood by the copyist. In contrast to P, Ox
represents these numbers with the usual Hebrew alphabetic numerals; cf.
Table 11.
Although the length of the tropical year is given in the note as 365d
5;49,26h, Table 21 is based on a tropical year of 365d 5;49,17h. To verify
this, note lhat the entry for the days ofilie Sun for 28 years in subtab1e 2 is
Od 5;Oh. In 28 Julian years there are 10227d, whereas in 28 tropical years
of365d 5;49,17h there are 10226d 19h; hence the difference is Od 5;Oh, as
in the tex!. With a tropical year of365d 5;49,26h, the result is Od 4;56h. A
tropical year of365d 5;49,17h corresponds lo a daily mean solar motion of
0;59,8,19,370/d in agreement with the corresponding parameter in the
Alfonsine Tables (0;59,8,19,37,19,13,56°/d), and in contrast to the
parameter derived from Table I (0;59,8,20,12°/d).
Tablc 22. Commentary:
In using this table for finding the time from mean to Irue syzygy, days of
the Sun and days ofllte Moon derived in Table 21 for mean conjunctions
are lo serve as lhe arguments.
The arguments for days oC anomaly (or days of the Moon) on the left
are al inlervals of Id from Od to 27d 13;18h, with an extra row at mid-
month for 13d 18;39h (only the '39' is visible in Ox; P has entries in this
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row, bul no heading for it). Similarly lhe arguments for days of anomaly
on lhe right (nol displayed) go up from Od in lhe last row to 27d 13;18h in
lhe firsl row, as follows: Od (in lhe same rQw as 27d 13; 18h on lhe left); Od
13;18h; Id 13;18h; 2d 13;18h, "" 13d 13;18h, 13d 18;39h, 14d 13;18h, .. "
27d 13;18h (in lhe same row as Od on lhe left). The arguments on lhe righ!
are lo be used with lhe arguments al lhe bottom of Ihe columns. The
argumenls for days oflhe Sun al Ihe head oflhe 13 columns are: Od, 16d,
32d, 48d, 64d, 80d, 96d, Illd, 127d, 145d, 156d, 171d, 182d, and 'he
arguments al lhe bottom oflne columns are found, as a rule, by subtracting
Ihe value al lhe head oflhe coluron from 365d (except for Ihe entry al Ihe
bottom of coluron 1, 365d 5;49h, Ihe length of the tropical year; and lhe
cntry al Ihe bottom of column 13, as Doled). The entries for the mean Sun
in the headings of the columns are the sum of 90° (for the solar apogee)
and the product of the number of days of the Sun (above them) and lhe
mean motion of the Sun, 0;59,8,200 /d. The results of this recomputation
differ slightly from those in the headings: 35 0;0°; 35 15;46°; 4s 1;32°; ...;
85 18;33°; 8s 19;23°. In general, tlle entries for the mean Sun in the upper
and lower headings of the same column are symmetric about the solar
apogee, 90°.
The heading, "correction ofthe days" (tiqqun ha-yamim) seems to refer
to the equation of time, but the entries in this row are not consistent with
that interpretation; e.g., the entry for O days of the Sun is O;Oh (when the
Sun is al its apogee), but this is not lhe case for the equation of time. As
far as I can tell, these entries were not used in computing the entries in the
table.
One enters the table with days of lunar anomaly at the left when the
Sun is between apogee and perigee (Le., days of the Sun at the head ofthe
coJumns), whereas one enters with the days of lunar anomaly at the right
when the Sun is between perigee and apogee (i.e., days of the Sun at the
bottom of the columns). A positive (negative) entry in this table means
that true conjunction is later than (earlier than) mean conjunction. In the
manuscripts positive entries are designated 'afier' (a/Jai) and negative
entries 'before' (qodem). These algebraic signs are appropriate when
entering the table with the upper headings of the columns (and the
headings of the rows on the left), but they are reversed when entering the
tabJe with the headings below the columns (and those to the right of the
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rows). Note that when the tme Sun at mean conjunction is greater in
longilude than the true Moon al that time, true conjunction takes place
after mean conjunetion.
The time from mean to true syzygy, Al, depends on the solar and lunar
equations at the time of mean conjunelion, and the solar and lunar
velocities at that time. A variety of solutions to this problem were
available in the Middle Ages, bUI Ben Verga does not seem to have
appealed lo any of those known lo me. His procedure for eomputing the
entries in this lable has not been determined with eertainty, bul it seems
lhal he eomputed the first row and first column, and Ihen used those
entries lo get the other enlries in the table (or at least sorne of them), i.e.,
for each entry one adds the value at the beginning of the column to Ihe
value al lhe beginning of lhe row (see lhe computed values in rows ending
with a superscript 5 in the table, aboye). The following analysis may hetp
in underslanding how this might be juslified.
The general formula for finding lhis time interval, At, is:
[11 LIt ~ [c,(iC) - c.(a)j/[v.(I) - v,(I)].
where es is Ihe solar eorrection of K, the eenter of the Sun; e", is Ihe lunar
eorrection of a, the mean lunar anomaly; v,. is the lunar velocity; and v. is
the solar velocity, both of whieh are time dependent. The difficulty is that
both VIII and v. vary in Ihe time inlerval from mean to lme syzygy. Ptolemy
solved this problem by an iteration procedure, and John of Saxony
described a difTerenl iteration procedure in his eanons to the Parisian
version of the Alfonsine Tables. The most successful, and uscr-fr¡endly,
solution has becn attribuled to Nicholaus de Heybeeh (Chabás and
Goldstein 1992).
A simplicalion of equ. [11 lhat yields an approxirnatc value for 6t is:
r2] 61 = cs(iC)/t min( VII') - vs(iC) 1- c",(o.)l[v",(ü) - min( vs)J.
Equ. (2] Illay have been used lo compute the entries in lhe first column and
rirst row. rcspeetively. Rceomputalion wilh (his formula yields exael
agrccment with the en tries in lhe rirst row orthe table (el" = 0°), where Cs
is taken from lhe heading of lhe cohllnn, min(v",) is taken lO be eilher
w.,ll (2C01)
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0:29,35°/h (Levi ben Gerson) or 0:29.37°/h (John of Gcnoa: see Goldstein
1992), and V~('K) is takcn from al-Ballanf's tablc for solar vclocily. whose
entries range from 0:2,23°/h to 0:2.33°/h (scc lhe row ending wilh a
supcrscripl4 in lhe tablc. ahove).
Tablc 22A. Time rrom mean lo true sy7.ygy (Ben Verga cOIII)):lred
wilh compulalions based on John orGenoa's lunar velocily lable)
Ben Verga Ben Verga I Comp. T-C Jahn of Genaa
days lunar lunar (5un's cenlcr: 0°) 11111l. vm(ü)
anom. corro
O O; 0° O; 0° O: Oh O: O. Oh O 0:29,37·/11
1 13; 4 -1; 2 2;16 2;16. 6 --{J 0;29,43
2 26; 8 -2; 3 4;26 4;28.12 -2 0;29,54
3 39; 12 -2;58 6;20 6;23.15 -3 0;30,15
4 52; 16 -3;45 7;51 7;56,45 -6 0;30,42
5 65; 19 -4;23 9;16 9; 6,20 10 0;31,16
6 78;23 -4;49 9;38 9;45,49 -8 0;31,59
7 91 ;27 ~5; 1 9;47 9;54.24 -7 0;32,46
8 104:31 -4;57 9;22 9;30,14 -8 0;33,38
9 117;35 -4;38 8;36 8;41,15 -6 0;34,23
10 130;39 -4;20 7;20 o 7;54;24 -34 0;35,16
11 143;42 -3; 12 5;41 5;43, 2 -2 0;35,58
12 156;47 -2; 9 3;48 3;47, 5 1 0;36,28
13 169;51 """();57 1;39 1;39,22 O 0;36,48
14 182;55 O; 17 ......();30 --{J;29,31 O 0;36,56
a. Pc:rhaps a copyisCs error.
To recompute the entries in the firsl column, we note lhat when the
cenler of the Sun is 0°, its correction is 0° and its velocity is al ils
minimum, 0;2,23°1h (eliminating the effect of lhe solar correclion and
fixing the solar velocity). We lhen tried values for lunar velocity, derived
from different tables of lunar velocity, but agreement was nol exact with
any of them. even with John of Genoa's table that yielded better results
~1(2001)
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than the others. Table 22A displays the comparison ofBen Verga's enlries
with those computed with John of Genoa's lunar velocity table (see
especially the column for "T - C", in minutes of time, where "T - C,.
meaos: text - computation). As is evident, the agreement is not good
enough to c1aim that this tab1e was used by Ben Verga, but I am not aware
of atable that is satisfactory for Ihis purpose. The recomputed entries were
found using the following equation:
.6.t = -cmCa)/[vm(a ) - min(v.)],
where c",(Ci) is the value given in the heading on Ihe left of each row in
Table 22. Then, the values for VIII are those derived from John ofGenoa's
table for lunar ve1ocity, and min(v.) is taken as 0;2,23°/h.
In the canons (R, f. 62a-b) there is a worked example for finding the
lrue conjunction that corresponds to the mean conjunction of Feb. 16,
1474, at 3;18h after noon. At that time, the days ofthe Sun were eomputed
lo be 248d 15; 16h, and Ihe days of Ihe Moon to be 17d 15;26h (see
commentary to Table 21). Using linear interpolation, Ben Verga c1aims
that the time from mean to true eonjullction is -4;24h, and hence true
conjunclion takes place on Feb. 15, 1474, 22;54h after noon. In Table 22
(using arguments al the right side of the rows, and at the bonom of the
columns), the enlry coresponding to 17d 13;18h of the Moon and 254d of
Ihe Sun is -4;4h; whereas for 17d 13; 18h of the Moan and 239d of the
Sun, the entry is -4;27h. Similarly, for 18d 13; 18h of the Moan and 254d
of rhe Sun the entry is -4:49h, whereas for 18d 13; 18h of the Moon and
239d of Ihe Sun it is -5:38h. Hence, Ben Verga should have found -4; 17h
(instead of-4:24h).
According to the tables of Abraham Zacut (1496, r. 161v), Ihere \Vas a
(rue opposition al Salamanca on Feb. 17, 1504 (0.5.), or Feb. 17, 1505, at
23;7h (with a correction for each cycle of 31 years ofO;27h). Hencc Ihere
was a Irue conjunction 31 ycars earlier, on Feb. 15, 1474, at 23;34h
(Salamanca time). Wilh modern coordinates, lhe difference in longitude
between Salamanca (5:400 W) and Lisbon (9;8°W) is 3;28°, or 0;14h, but
according to Zacut (r. 168r), Ihe difference in 10ngitude between them is
2:52° (= 25:46° - 22:54°), or O; 1I h. Hence, according to Zacut, Irue
conjunclion 0/1 Feb. 15, 1474 for Lisbon took place at 23;23h after noon.
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According lO rnodern compulation for Baghdad, true conjunction look
place on Feb 16, 1474 at 14;5711 after midnight, 01' 2;57h after 1100n
(Goldstine 1973). The difference in longilude between Baghdad (44;26°E)
and Lisbon (9;8°W) is 53;34° 01' 3;34h. I-fence, true conjunction al Lisbon
100k place on Feb. 15, 1474 al 23;23h after noon. Thus, modern
compul(ltion confirms lhe resul! based on Zaclll's data, and no! the resul!
slated by Ben Verga Ihat is 0;29h earlier.
Tablc 23. Commcntary:
This table is presllmably intended as a parallax tablc for the latitude of
Lisbon. Thc shortcst half-daylight hcre is 4;33h which implics that longest
half-day1ight should be 7;27h and, with Ptolemy's obliquity of23;51°, Ihis
corresponds to a latitude of about 40° (probably the intended latitude for
Lisbon). Latitude 40° is associated with longest daylight 14;54h 011 several
astrolabcs fram Islamic Spain (al-Andalus): see King 1999, pp. 23ff. For
an example of a geographical list where the latitude of Lisbon is 40°, see
Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional, MS 3349, f. 111', a fourteenth century
manuscript that includes Portuguese material (cf. Chabás 1996a, p. 264).
In Table 29 the lalitllde of Lisbon is 39;38°. However, in the Toledan
Tables, there is atable for parallax with a heading that indicates it is for
latitllde 39;54° 01' longest daylight 14;51h (Toomer 1968, pp. 98ft). The
values for half-daylight in it are 7;27h (Cnc), 7; 13h (Leo), 6;40h (Vir), ...,
4;47h (Sgr), and 4;33h (Cap); whereas here Ihe values are 7;20h (Cnc),
7;13h (Leo), 6;40h (Vir), ..., 4;46h (Sgr), and 4;33h (Cap).lt would seem
lhal lhe lable here was 'borrowed' from atable intended for Toledo. 011
lhe other hand, Ihe display of parallax in longitllde in units of time (rather
than in degrees of longilude) is unusual, but found in the tables of Jacob
ben David Bonjom, the Tabule verifica/e, Ihe "Tables in Castilian", Ihe
tables of Abraham Zacut (Chabás 1991, p. 307; Chabás and Goldstein
2000, pp. 31 f, 40·44, 62, 132), and the tables of Ibn Isf.1aq (Mestres, 1996,
p.423).
The entries in this table are c1early corrupto For the parallax in latitude
for Cancel' and Leo Ihe entries are corrupt versions of the corresponding
enlries in the "Tables in CastiJian", Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional, MS
3385,ff. 149r-15Iv; Table Te 8A (see Chabás and Goldstein 2000, p. 41).
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For Cancer the minutes are omined here for the first several entries in
column (2), but they appear in Table TC SA. I have no explanation for the
entries in the column for longitude, but they are of the same order of
magnitude as those in Table TC SA.
Table 24. Commentary:
In this eclipse table, cols. I to 3 relate to solar eclipses, and ools. 4 to 7
relate to lunar eclipses. In bolh cases the table is arranged for increments
in the digits of eclipse (on the diameter ofthe eclipsed body) in ools. 2 and
5. Thc adjusted argument of latitude counted from the lunar nade, given in
cols. 1 and 4, serves as argument for finding the durations in cols. 3, 6, and
7, respectively. For solar eclipses, lhe distance from the node increases
uniformly by 0;30° from O; 12° lo 6; 12° for increments of I digit; cf.
Almtlgest vi.S, where the argumenl of latitude also increases by 0;30° for
increments of I digit.
rhe eclipse limil for a solar eclipse is 6;12° from the nade, and for a
lunar eclipse it is 11;30° from Ihe node. In the Almagest vi.8, the eclipse
Iimit for a solar eclipse is 6° on either side of each nade when the Moan is
at greatesl dislance, and 6;24° on either side of each node when the Moon
is alleast distance. The parameter here, 6;12°, then, is the mean value and
is inlended for the mean distance of the Moan, i.e., no allowance is made
for the variatíon in lunar distance from the Earth. Similarly, for lunar
eclipses, in the Almagest vi.S, the eclipse limit for a lunar eclipse is 10;4So
on either side of each node when (he Moon is at greatest distance, and
12; 12° on either side of each nade when the Moon is al leasl distance.
Once again, the eclipse limil here for lunar eclipses, 11;30°, is the mean
value and is intended for the mean dislance ofthe Moon.
The durations in the table do not allow for variation in lunar (or solar)
velocity, in contrast lO the corresponding tables in the Almagesf vi.8, al·
Battani"'s zij (Nallino 1903-1907, 2:90-91), the Toledan Tables (Toomer
1968, pp. 86ff), 1he Alman.eh of Alarquiel (Millá, 1943-1950, pp. 231,
234), Ihe Alfonsine Tables (ed. 1483, ff. mi v-m2v), elc. Moreover, instead
of Ihe half-durations here, in those tables one finds Ihe arc from first
contact to mid-eclipse, so that the duration is lo be delermíned as the
~n(1OOl)
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prodUCI of Ihis are times the appropriate velocity in elongation (i.c., the
difTerence between. the lunar and solar velocities).
The zij of Yabya ¡bn AbT Mansur has a double argument table for solar
eclipses where the entries in each columo display the half-durations for
velocities in elongation from O;27,30o /h to O;33,30o /h al intervals oro; 10 th
(Kennedyand Faris 1970, p. 191; Escorial MS Ar. 927, f. 13r). The entries
in the columo for O;33,30o/h come c1asest to those in Ben Verga's table.
The same table is faund, with textual variants, in the zij of Ibn al-Kammad
([K] Chabás and Goldslein 1994, p. 23; Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional, MS
10023, f. 54r), and in lhe Tables ofBarcelona ([B] Millás 1962, p. 237; cf.
Chabás I996b, pp. 5 J 1f). For purposes of eomparison, it is best to use the
zij of Ibn al-Kammñd, beeause the eolumn in Yai:Jya for 0;33,30o/h is
eorrupt. Table 24A displays a eomparison of Ben Verga's entries with
those in Ibn al-Kammad's zij, as well as the recomputed ares from first
contaet to mid-eclipse derived from Ihe enlries in Ben Verga wilh a mean
velocily in elongation of 0;30,28°/h (= 0;32,56°/h - 0;2,28°/h), and the
recomputed ares from the entries in Ibn al·Kammad with a velocity in
elongation of 0;33,300 /h. The ares derived in this way fram Ben Verga's
table lie between Ihe minimum and maximum values in al·BattanI's table,
whereas Ihose derived from Ibn al-Kammad do nol (with I exeeplion: 2
digits).
Ben Verga's table for lunar eclipses is very similar lo Table HG 21 in
Zacul's ha-Qibbur ha-Cadol (Chabás and Goldslein 2000, pp. 63--64;
Lyon, MS Heb. 14, f. IJ8r), ascribed by Zaeul lO Judah ben Asher: the
eolumn for the lunar distance froro the nade is Ihe same, but for eapyist's
errors; and the durations are arranged in the same way, although the
entries are systematically different. The entries in cols. 6 and 7 display the
duralians from first contael to mid-eclipse and from inner first eontaet lo
mid-eclipse, respectively.
In the Almagest, the entry for a cenlral lunar eclipse for the arc from
first eontaet to mid-eelipse (when the Moon is at its c10sest distanee to the
Earth) is 0;35,20° + 0;28,16° = 1;3,36°. Ifwe divide Ihis are by Ihe mean
velocity in elongation, 0;30,28°/h, we find 2;5h, instead of the last entry in
col. 6, l ;57h (probably a mistake for 1;59h). If we divide 0;28,16° (Ihe are
from inner first contacl to mid--eclipse) by the mean velocity in elongalion,
\Ve find 0;56h (instead of the lasl entry in col. 7, 0;57h). Reeomputalion
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with the Toledan Tables yields slightly different results, but it does not
seem that Ben Verga's used either the Almagesl or the Toledan Tables
here. 1 have nol found a plausible way fOT getting closer to the entries in
Ben Verga's table.
Oigits
12
I I
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
O
Table 24A: Solar Eclipse
Ben Verga Recomp. Ibn al-Kammád Recomp.
Half-duT. Are' Half-duration Are'
1; 3h 0;31,59° 1; 5h a 0;36,18·
1; 3 0;31,59 1; 4 0;35,44
1; 2 0;31,29 1; 3 0;35,11
1; 1 0;30,58 I . I 0;34, 4,
0;59 0;29,58 1; O 0;33;30
0;57 0;28,57 0;57 0;31,50
0;54 0;27,25 0;53 0;29,36
0;51 0;25,54 0;49 0;27,22
0;46 0;23,21 0;46 0;25,41
0;41 0;20,49 0;40 0;22,20
0;35 0;17,46 0;32 b O; 17,52
0;25 0;12,42 0;24 O; 13,24
O; O O; O, O [O; OJe [O; O, OJ
1. Compute<! from Ben Verga's entries with a velocity in e1ongalion of
0;30.28"1h.
2. Compuled from Ibn al-Kamm3d"s entries with a velocity in elongation of
0;33.30"1h.
a. In Yai,lya's zij. lhe entry for 12 digits is 1;5; in K and B the maximum entries
for 11;40 digits are 1;4 and 1;5. rcspcctively.
b. 0;32 B; 0;30 K.
c. For argument 0;15 digils.the enlry is 0;6h K; O;5h B (0;22h in Yai,lya's zij, but
lhis is probably a copyist's error); therc is no argument Odigits in K or B.
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In Ihis table for converting linear digits of eclipse lO !.he area of lhe
eclipsed body, lhe cntry for 3 digits of lhe diameter in the columo for the
Sun is 1;50, as is lhe case in the Toledan Tables (Toomer 1968, p. 113)
and in Zacul's table. 00 lhe olher hand, Ptolemy's A/magest (vi.S), Handy
Tables (Stahlman 1959, p. 258), al·BattanT (Nallino 1903·1907, 2:89),
Juan Gil (Landan, Jews College, MS Heb. 135, f. 97a), and al-KhwarizmT
(Suler 1914, p. 190, Table 76) all have 1;45. The entry for 5 digits in lhe
column for lhe Sun is 3;20, as in the ToJedan Tables. Moreover, lhe
cntries for 2, 6, and 7 digits in lhe coluron for lhe Moon agree wlth those
in Zacut's table (Zacut 1496, f. 6Sr); lhe entry for 6 digits in lhe Toledan
Tables and al-Battiini's zij is 5;30 (rather than 5;50); and the entry for 7
digits in the Toledan Tables is 6;42 (as it is here) bul 6;45 in al-BatUini's
zij. There are a few olher cases ofentries here that differ from those in the
Toledan Tables, \"'here the entry for 4 digits (Sun) is 2;40 (as in Zacut's
table) and the entry for 1I digits (Moan) is 11 ;30.
Table 26. Cornmentary:
The table for lhe length of daylight is for an unstated geographical
latitude. Wilh an obliquity of 23;5\°, loogest daylight of 15;12h
corresponds to a latitude of 42;37°; in Table 29 the latitude of Bayona (on
the Atlantic coast of Spain just north of the Portuguese border) is 42;36°.
With an obliquity of 23;33°, longest daylight of 15;12h corresponds to a
latitude of about 43° (in sorne medieval sources this is the latitude of
Valladolid, but in Table 29 the latitude of Valladolid is 41 ;41°). lt is not
clear that this table belongs to the set oftables by Ben Verga for Lisbon.
Table 27. Cornmentary:
This table for solar declination appears on the sarne page as the table for
Ihe mean motion of the Sun (Table 1), and the table for lhe solar equation
according to Ptolemy (Table 12). The marginal note here might have been
¡ntended for one of the olher tables but, in any case, it makes little sense.
One might emend the text, changing the translation from "degrees of 30
w.,ll (20011
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minutes" lo "signs of 30 degrees" (in contrasl lo signs of 60 degrees, as in
Ihe Alfonsine corpus), but there is liule justification for assuming that Ihe
author or copyist was aware ofthis ambiguity in the tenn "sign".
The enlry for 15° here for Azarquiel, 5;58°, agrees with the entry in
Azarquiel's table oC declination (Millás 1943-1950, p.174), bUI in Ihe
vcrsion ofthis tablc preserved in Ibn al-Kammad's zij (Madrid, Bibliotcca
Nacional, MS 10023, f. 35v) and in Zacut's tables (1496, f. 25r) lhe entry
for 15° is 5;56°. Note that Ibn al-Kammad and Zacut display entries for
each degree from 10 lO 90°.
Table 28. COmntenlary:
Nonned right ascension, 0.', is counted from Cap 0°, and it is defined as
follows: a'(A.) = a().) + 90°, where a.(A.) is the right ascension counted from
Ari 0° (cf. Neugebauer 1962, p. 48). Most of the entries for nonned right
ascension agree with those in Levi ben Gerson's table (a copy of which is
included in Immanuel Bonfils of Tarascon's version of al-Battan'i's zij:
Munich, MS Heb. 386, 36b-37a); but lhe frequent difTerences of 0;1
suggest thal lhis table was computcd indepcndcntly with lhe same
underlying parameter for the obliquily, 23;33°. Thc agreemenl with al·
Battanrs table is also close (Nallino 1903-1907,2:61-64).
The "dog-days" refer to the period of hot weather during the summer,
associated in antiquily with lhe Etesian winds and!he heliacal rising ofthe
dog-star, Sirius. The duralion was general1y taken to be 40 days (as in
Pliny), bUI varies in different sources. Here !he duration is 53 days: July
14 to Sep!. 5. See Pseudo-Bede, De minutione sanguinis, sive de
ph/ebotomia (Migne 1862, col. 959c), where we are told that the days
from lhe 15th Kalends of August lO !he Nones of September are called the
dog-days (canicu/ares dies), i.e., from July 18 to Sept. 5 (49 days). A
similar passage occurs in The Customs 01 Landa" (Amold 1502; 2nd ed.
1811, p. 172): "The Canycular daies begynne ye xv. kalendas of August
and endure to lhe iiij. nonas of Septembre in which seson there is gret
perill to take syknesse and it is perillus to take drinks or medecyns or too
be lal blod bUl if it be for gret nede and that must be aftir the middis ofthe
day", i.e., the dog-days are from July 18 to Sep!. 2 (46 days). See also
Arislotle, Meteor%gy, í.5 361b35; idem, Metaphysics, vi.2 1026b34;
~1(2OD1)
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Pliny, Na/. Hist. ii.123-124 (ed. Beaujeu 1950, pp. 55, 203). According lo
Pliny, the Etesian winds begin 00 July 20, 2 days after the heliacal rising
of Sirius, and continue for 40 days. The date of Pseudo-Bede's treatise is
uncertain, bul it may have been composed as late as the eod of the
thirteenth century: see Jones 1939, pp. 86-89.
Table 29. Commentary:
AH the eities in p's list are in Spain and Portugal. Ox has several
geographicallists 00 tT. 23Sa-235b in a hand lhat difTers from the previous
tables. They ¡nelude cities outside the lberían peninsula and have nol been
reproduced heTeo
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